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STAR-90 update may be coming soon
Waiting lists, Internet access
considered by administration
ByDARLAWARNOCK
The BG News
The voice on the STAR-90
system may soon become a little
easier for students to take, if all
plans go well.
University administration is

looking into an upgrade of the
current telephone registration
system, which would open up
twice the amount of phone lines,
with an option for waiting lists
and possible Internet access.
Registrar Becky McComber
said there are many options the

University is looking into, including financial aid information and
obtaining grades through the
system.
"There are a host of additional
policies - we are really trying to
study how to implement them,"
McComber said. "We have to
work out exactly what we want."
Once implemented, students
using the STAR-90 system will
have the opportunity to immediately place their name on an

STAR-90
electronic waiting list if a section
they requested is already closed.
As soon as a person drops out
of that section, the name at the
top of the waiting list will be
added. An automatic call-back to
the person on the waiting list will
inform them of the change.
In some cases, the waiting list
will prioritize names according

to class, year or major. Other
times, it will be on a first-come,
first-serve basis.
If enough names are on the
waiting list, a new course may be
opened to provide for those students.
The idea for the updated
system was developed by
Charles Middleton, University
provost and vice president for
• See STAR-90, page three.

"I've seen it, and I
know that it works.
I'm surprised that we
don't already have
it."
Charles Middleton
University Provost and VP for
Academic Affairs

Reading Center
honors Weber

Checking Out

Facility named after founding member,
former University education professor
By MELISSA NAYMIK
The BG News

BO New. Photo by Amy V«n Horn

Colleen Kane, a junior accounting major, reads over the campaign
signs at the Union Oval Monday. Undergraduate Student Govem-

ment elections will be held from March 18-20.

Wood Cable scorecard expands
Cartoon Network,
Home and Garden
TV added to lineup
By MAUREEN BARRY
The BG News
Two channels, Home and Garden TV and the Cartoon Network,
have been added to Wood Cable
Comm's menu.
Kris Euler, regional marketing

director, said both channels were
highly requested networks
among the customers of Wood
Cable Comm.
Subscribers can find HGTV on
Channel 7 and the Cartoon Network on Channel 42.
"The rate adjustments have
already been made and distributed to customers," according to
Larry Scudder, regional vice
president.
The addition of the two channels have caused a rate increase

Stop smoking, lose
weight at clinics
American Lung
Association holds
hypnosis sessions
By JENNIFER SCHAB
The BG News
This month the luck of the Irish
may not help you quit smoking or
lose weight - but the American
Lung Association's hypnosis clinics may.
The American Lung Association will conduct a hypnosis session on Wednesday, March 12 at
the Days Inn on 1550 E. Woosler
in Bowling Green. The session to
stop smoking will be held from 6
p.m. to 7 p.m. and the weight control session will be held from 7
p.m. to 8 p.m.
Clinical hypnotist Don Mannar ino will conduct all of the sessions.
"These sessions are Just another option for people who are

trying to quit smoking or lose
weight," said Amy Cramer,
American Lung Association office coordinator.
"Hypnosis is a relaxation technique to be used as a tool to help
persons reach a goal they have
set for themselves; it Is not magic," Cramer said.
The program uses suggestive
therapy, and participants are
aware of everything at all times.
"It Is a good program that has
had a 25 percent success rate
with getting people to quit smoking, which is average," Cramer
said.
Many people have gotten a lot
out of these programs, though
they have not worked for everyone, Cramer said.
The cost for each session is
$40, which Includes the group
hypnosis, a question and answer
session and an audio cassette for
home reinforcement. By showing
• See LUNG, page three.

from $21.60 to $23.40 per month,
he said.
Student rates will not change
until the fall semester.
The Cartoon Network, which is
owned and operated by Turner
Broadcasting, is rated fifth
among all cable networks behind
TNT, USA. Nickelodeon and TBS,
Scudder said.
HGTV was added because it
was a station for which customers have indicated a need, he
said.

Many cable companies decide
which stations to add by sending
surveys to customers.
According to Scudder, this is
not the best method to use because a specialized group of customers could "stuff the ballot
box."
For example, members of a
local church or religious group
could repeatedly request the addition of a religious station.
• See CABLE, page three.

Over the years, the University
has had numerous facilities
named after distinguished
professors. On Feb. 21, the Reading Center located in the Education Building was offically
named in honor of Dr. Martha
Gesling Weber by the University
Board of Trustees.
Weber came to the University
in 1946 as an assistant professor,
but later became a professor of
education in 1953.
Weber was one of the founding
members of the Reading Center.
From 1946 to 1965, she was the
director of the center. Weber was
the person who molded and established the main focus and
purpose of the center.
In the years Weber was active
on campus, she was credited with
many firsts. She was the recipient of the University's first Distinguished Faculty Award in
1963. Then in 1968, she was awarded the first Outstanding
Teacher Award by the College of
Education.
One of her biggest accomplishments in her years at the
University was being chosen as
the first woman president of the
University Faculty Senate.
Professor Emeritus Dr. Joseph

Martha Oiling Weber
S. Nemeth, a friend of Weber,
wrote a letter in honor of Weber's
memory and submitted it to "The
Ohio Reading Teacher.'"
"Her life experiences have
been permanently imprinted on
those who knew her because she
told her students that they were
worthwhile, special and worth
listening to," Nemeth said.
Marilyn
Braada,
alumni/development officer, met
with Weber after she retired.
Braadz described her as being
• See WEBER, page three.

Freddie and Frieda X2

It is tradition for the identities of Freddie and Frieda Falcon to be
revealed at the last basketball and hockey game of the year. This

year's birds from left to right are Wendy Bratz, Blair Miller, Kelly
Benedetti, and Kevin Demain.
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ANDREA WOOD

'Bootstrap' spirit stomps nation
It's amazing to me how those
be yours, too.
campaign contributions), the
"core American values" laid down
Here on the domestic front,
environment (Texaco and Exxon).
by our founding fathers have
corporations (also known
And perhaps most disturbing,
remained virtually Intact.
Ironically as "corporate
those traditionally charged with
What I mean Is. the "bootstraps
America") have rallied and now
keeping an eye on the evils of the
mentality": the idea that anyone
rule almost every aspect of our
rich exploiters, the media, have
can "make it" In America with a
culture.
become corporate monopolies
little elbow grease and something
Our nation's schools are now themselves. Newspapers were once
called "common sense."
asking corporations for help
local and privately owned. Today
Social Darwinism was Invented
because It's easier than begging
"news" has become a billion dollar
to solidify this notion; that some
citizens to raise their own
business owned by a very few big
people Just can't cut It In the dogproperty taxes. Millions of
wigs, like Ted Turner's CNN. The
eat-dog free marketplace. This
school kids watch two minutes
content of our dally news Is
rugged individualism has satuof commercials every day on
determined by the New York
rated our culture since the Piltelevision sets provided courtesy Times. USA Today (a.k.a.
grims roughed It through their first of Whittle Communications
"McPaper"), the J_A. Times, Chiwinter. Then we went West, and
(remember Channel One?).
cago Tribune and Just a few others.
South, and today, the entity that
Educators figure the benefits
Look at what happened In
embodies the meaning of
of having television sets In thelr
Detroit: the workers at the Detroit
"America" these days Is the big
classrooms outweighs the
Free Press unionized and went on
corporations, and they are digging
dubious costs of providing
strike against their employer, a
deeper Into our own culture and
corporate America with a
multi-million dollar corporaUon. As
are moving Into the global culture.
capUve audience of young
large companies, many of the
The U.S. has waged wars (both
Americans for two minutes
newspaper businesses Invest In
Cold and Gulf, for example) In the
every school day.
other corporate ventures.
name of "Democracy." yes. with
Those TV sets were probably
How. then, are we to expect
capital D. But with democracies,
bought by corporations with the editors to encourage the kind of
according to the American model,
money saved from tax breaks
hard-core InvesUgatlve Journalism
come a free market economic
approved by the federal governthat reveals the evils of corporate
system. Fledgling free market
ment. Now Isn't It Ironic that
America? The muckrakers are long
economies are ripe for the
some people will throw a fit
gone.
exploitln" by the U.S.'s large and
when the church gets Involved
Now. we have editors and
established business sector. Why
In education, but say "Heck
producers censoring content that
pay an American worker $30,000 a corporate America, come on
may point an accusatory finger at
year with benefits when the same
down!"? I say both of them be
their own employer. The Fourth
job can be performed by a worker
gone.
Estate Is crumbling in the name of
in Thailand for a mere $75 per
We can't escape them and
corporate greed. Mainstream news
month? Why keep your plants in
their billions of dollars In
has become little more than
Flint, Mich., when the same work
propaganda: music (Capital
propaganda for promoting the
can be done in Mexico for oodles
Records), sports (Nike Air
Ideas behind big business.
cheaper? Sorry Flint workers,
Jordan), everything we eat (Food
Some journalists still refuse to
that's the way Social Darwinism
Lion), science (cloning), televibudge In the shadow of corporate
works. If you work hard and tug
sion (Viacom), health care
America. But businesses who do
on those bootstraps, success will
(HMOs), politics (PACS and
get caught red-handed, like

(STr\H V*/r\«S"
Q. -70s Prt»«V, AJar"|
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Letters to the Editor
If you would like to submit ■ Letter to the
Editor, please follow these guidelines:
• Make sure the letter Is 500 words or less.
Please hicMe your address, major, academic clan and phone number (phone
numbers are strictly Tor verification and
not for pubttraUon).
•Letters must be typed, and not hand written. Letters brought in saved on a
Macintosh-compatible disk are preferred.
• Bring the letter to Room 210 West Hall,
or e-mail as at bgnewi0bgnet.bgsu.edu.
Be prepared to show valid identiflcadoa.
■ Space limitations may prevent The BG
News from printing ail letters received.
The BG News reserves the right to edit
any and all letters.
Copyright © /007, The BG News. Bowling
Often. Ohio. Reprinting of any material in this
publication without the permission of The BG News
is strictly prohibited.
• 'The BG News is an independent publication
founded in 1920 and is published daily during the
aeademic year and weekly during the summer semester.
'.•Opinions expressed in columns and letters to
the editor are not necessarily those of the student
body, faculty. University administration or The BG
Nt*vs. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the
Spring 1997 BG News staff.
; '.The BG News encourages its readers to notify
the paper of any errors in stories or photograph
descriptions.

■ GUEST COLUMNIST

"Fledgling
free market
economies
are ripe for
the exploitin'
by the U.S.'s
large and
established
business
sector. Why
pay an
American
worker
$30,000 a
year with
benefits when
the same job
can be performed by a
worker in
Thailand for
a mere $75
per month?"

Andrea Wood is a weekly
columnist for The News. Questions and comments can be sent
to 210 West Hall or
andreaw@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

372-2604

Krislen Sherlock. Assistant Copy Chief
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Elizabeth Reiter
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America Online, have only to
wage a public image campaign
to win back the consumers'
confidence. To big business, the
public relations campaign has
become a literal life-saver. They
make a donation to local
colleges, take out a full page
apology In the Sew York Times
or buy the uniforms for a local
little league team. They give
enough to the community, so
that the community will forgive
their transgressions.
For a citizenry with limited
critical thinking skills, flashy
apologies sometimes mean more
than the facts. In our own
Journalism department, public
relations Is the fastest growing
sequence. Learning to make
flashy apologies is a popular
pastime these days.
So what Is to be done? The
men (and a few women) who run
corporate America are more
hero than heathen. They are our
nation's success stories, our
"apple pie" so to speak. They are
proof positive of what any
American Is capable of. They are
the very embodiment of what
America Is about. They could
never, ever be the cause of any
of our nation's current problems.
Right?

Next Monday, March
17, The News will
present a special
Opinion page devoted to ideas for
keeping students on
campus on the weekends. Several News
columnists and staff
members will be contributing their ideas,
along with ideas and
comments
from
News readers. Send
your ideas for keeping students in Bowling Green on the
weekend to 210 West
Hall or bgnews®
bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Conquer shyness and reap rewards
Throughout my short existence
my friends and 1 have wondered
and discussed some of the essential parts of these lives we've been
handed. We've decided that well
hang out on porches, drinking
beers, caressing shotguns when
our daughters go out on their first
date. We've decided that tattoos
and piercings are very cool In their
own little teen rebellion way. We've
plotted temporary escape from
middle school and skiing exhibitions which begin with me getUng
hit by the ski lift and end with my
rolling body slowing to a stop at
the bottom of the hill.
Usually we come to some sort of
conclusion about life, about what
It entails, about what we should be
doing or what we will do. But there
is the occasional topic which
eludes our comprehension and one
In particular that I want to talk
about because It seems to be such
an overwhelming Influence on our
human lives, whether male or
female.
A few days ago 1 was talking
with a female who I've gotten to
know a bit better in the past few
weeks and she told me that she'd
seen me early in the semester and
had wanted to talk to me. but was
too shy. I asked her If she thought
she'd ever have talked to me If It
hadn't turned out that we had
mutual acquaintances and ended
up meeting at a party. She said

probably not. This Is something
that has always bothered me
about my life: the fact that I am,
for the most part. shy.
I remember watching Top
Gun" as a child and I thought
Tom Cruise must be the coolest
man on earth for going up and
singing to a total stranger. I
remember the countless movies
I saw where smooth talking
guys went up to strange women
and were Immediately Immersed
In conversation. I envied them
because I knew 1 would never
have the guts to do that. I've
tried to reconcile my shyness
with metaphysics, claiming that
If It's meant to be. something
wi II happen, which Is really Just
the cop-out way of saying. "I'm
too scared."
How to combat this nefarious
enemy called shyness. I wonder? I think we all know what It
feels like to notice someone, to
want to talk to someone, but to
remain silent and let the
moment pass. We Imagine the
countless ways In which our
introduction could go wrong,
about how that gal or guy might
laugh and turn us down or
smirk and reply that they have
a boyfriend or girlfriend. We
pass these people In the halls
everyday, pass them out on
campus every day and yet we
remain silent, all because of this

overwhelming fear of rejecUon.
The amazing thing about this
fear. I think. Is that the fear Itself
Is far worse than the actual
rejecUon could ever be. We build
up that fear to such a level where
you'd think a simple rejecUon
would shatter our souls and leave
us babbling Idiots In the wake of
that person. We build It up to such
a level, or at least I guess I do, that
we walk throughout life, hands
stuffed In our pockets, alone or
with our friends, acting as though
we don't notice the other lives
sharing our space.
We put on masks in order to
hide interest-all In the name of
what? ProtecUng our fragile
psyches? Is my ego really that
porcelain that I cant take being
told that an attractive girl who I'd
like to talk to has a boyfriend? I
doubt It. That's where I come to
the conclusion that this fear which
I keep building up and building up
Inside of me is really Just akin to
that silly mutt whose bark Is far
worse than his bite.
So have I now totally discarded
my shyness? Hell no. Have I
maybe planted a seed of doubt
about that overbearing rejecUon?
Yeah. I think so.
I sit back and wonder how many
people I'm missing out on getting
to know because I remain silent,
how many missed chances there
were because I was afraid to take a

chance. Sure, sometimes blind,
stupid luck twirls you right into
a favorable sltuaUon as It has
done for me many times, but Is
sltUng on my ass, waiting for
things to go my way really the
right course of action? Doubtful.
Now I'm no person to suddenly leap from my chair onto a
desk and shout to all. "Discard
your shyness! Speak, speak! Let
your emoUons flow!" Partly
because I'd most likely trip over
the chair and slip off the desk
and give myself a concussion.
However. I think that maybe we
should all stop and think about
why we let that person walk by
us without risking a smile or
hello or why we sit at that party
all night long staring at a face
without ever risking opening our
mouths and actually speaking.
Basically I'm Just saying we
should realize that life really is
passing us by and sitting alone
twenty years from now In some
crappy job wishing we would
have taken those chances and
Ignored that fear massively rises
above any amount of embarrassment or shame we'd receive
from Just climbing out on that
limb.
Brian Taylor Is a guest
columnist for The News. Questions and comments can be sent
to 210 West Hall or
taylob@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

"Sitting alone
twenty years
from now in
some crappy
job wishing
we would
have taken
those chances
and ignored
that fear
massively
rises above
any amount
of embarrassment or
shame we'd
receive from
just climbing
out on that
limb."
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Citadel
cadets
punished >#oiv
for hazing ■ .J^

Memorial service for Machol planned

Wilbur?
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A memorial service for Rick Machol, University student who
died after suffering injuries in a car accident last week, will be
held at 9:30 p.m. Wednesday, March 12 in Kohl Hall.
Friends of Machol will be speaking in rememberance of him
and a brief service will be held.
All are Invited to share in the memorial ceremony.
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Continued from page one.

The Associated Press
CHARLESTON, S.C - A male
cadet at The Citadel was thrown
out of school and nine others
were given lesser punishments in
the hazing and harassment of two
female cadets, the military
school said Monday.
One cadet was cleared, and the
FBI and state investigators continue to look into the women's allegations for possible criminal
charges.
"The college made mistakes
and individuals broke rules," interim President Clifton Poole
said. "We have gotten the facts.
We have heard the evidence and
we have punished those cadets
who have violated regulations."
Of IS male cadets who faced
discipline, one was dismissed and
one was given the next-most severe punishment: He Is restricted to campus for the rest of
the semester and must do 120
hours of marching with an unloaded rifle in the barracks courtyard.
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Eight of the cadets received
lesser punishments, ranging
from shorter marching tours and
demerits to confinement to the
barracks.
Previously, three implicated
cadets left school and one
received marching and demerits.
Cadets Jeanie Mentavlos of
Charlotte, N.C., and Kim Messer
of Clover said their clothes were
set on fire and cleanser was put
on their heads. They also said
they were forced to drink tea until they became ill, made to drink
alcohol and forced to stand in a
closet while being shoved and
kicked last semester.
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Associated Prtu photo

Stephanie Mazurkiewicz, 6, of Bryan, Tex., curls up with her pig, Little Pig, Monday at the Brazos
County Youth Livestock Show in Bryan.

Around the Nation
Stern's 'Private Parts' No. 1 at box office
LOS ANGELES - Shock jock Howard Stern is now a movie
sweetheart - and he's wooing more than his radio fans, the movie's producer says.
After a promotional blitz that saw Stern on magazine covers
and TV talk shows, Stern's autobiographical comedy, "Private
Parts,'-' led the weekend box office with $14.6 million In tickets
sold.
The film ended the domination of George Lucas' re-released
space adventures, "Star Wars" and "The Empire Strikes Back,"
which had combined to shut new films out of the No. 1 spot for
five weeks.

FBI and White House clash over national security issue
WASHINGTON - The White House and the FBI clashed in a
rare public quarrel Monday after President Clinton said he
should have been alerted when the bureau told national security
officials that the Chinese government might be trying to influence U.S. elections.
The FBI said it did not try to keep the information from Clinton's senior staff last year. But the White House said the FBI imposed specific limits that restricted the information to two people on Clinton's National Security Council staff.

Judgments against
Simpson formally
issued by courts
The Associated Press

Goldman is entitled to $13,475
million, his ex-wife - and Ron's
mother - Sharon Rufo is entitled
to $7,525 million and the estate of
Nicole Brown Simpson is entitled
to $12.5 million.

LOS ANGELES -- A judge
signed three judgments totaling
$33.5 million against OJ. Simpson on Monday, starting a 10-day
period during which the plaintiffs must wait before trying to
None of the plaintiffs can go
collect from Simpson.
after Simpson's money yet beIn signing the documents, Su- cause the judge had previously
perior Court Judge Hiroshi Fuj- granted a 10-day stay of the
isaki formally entered the jury's judgement.
February judgments for comThe law calls for a complicated
pensatory and punitive damages procedure for collection of the
in the civil lawsuits against money, which Simpson says he
doesnt have. The process would
Simpson.
The judge agreed with plaintiff be complicated further if SimpFred Goldman, father of Ronald son files for bankruptcy.
Goldman, that the three plainThe plaintiffs could, among
tiffs should each be awarded
separate judgments, rather than other things, attach liens to
given a lump award to separate Simpson's property, Including
his Brentwood mansion and his
later.
The court order means Fred mother's home in San Francisco.

Students were introduced to
quicker grade access last semester with the ability to check their
final marks on the Internet.
Implementing the new system
will ease stuaents into the technology and better assist them in
registering, McComber said.
"It is an important thing to be
done," McComber said. "The situation just really needs to be
fixed You wouldn't imagine the
amount of worry [the current
system] causes us."
The new system upgrade will
cost approximatly $100,000, depending on the number of options
implemented.
"It's not complicated; it's just a
matter of paying someone to do
it, attaching it and making sure it
works," Middleton said.
He said the funding for the
system will not be of additional
cost to students because the cost
is being taken out of the technology fee students already pay.
"We've got enough money
already to do that," Middleton
said.

academic affairs. He said his
goal is for students to complete
their registration with only one
call to the system.
Middleton said most other collegiate Institutions already use
some type of upgraded telephone
registration system.
"I've seen it, and I know that it
works," Middleton said. "I'm
surprised that we don't already
have it. So, I say we can upgrade
our phone registration system
and make it more responsive and
add this function, all in the same
type of package."
He would like to see the upgraded system put Into place by
next fall or spring.
McComber said updating the
system, which was put into place
in 1989, will eliminate some of its
current problems.
She said the student response
to easier registration access and
increased use of technology has
already been very positive.

LUNG
To register, call the American
Lung Association at 1-800-LUNGthe original receipt and a photo i- USA and give your name, addentification card, clinic partici- dress, telephone number and the
pants may attend free reinfor- session you wish to attend
cement sessions at any American
Sessions will also be held on
Lung Association of Ohio proTuesday, March 11 at St. Luke's
gram for one year.
Pre-registration is strongly Hospital in Auditorium A in
recommended. Walk-ins are wel- Maumee and on Thursday,
come as long as there is space March 13 at the Paramount Hotel
in Napoleon.
available.

Continued from page one.

CABLE
Continued from page one.

said.
Euler said channels are usually
To obtain a better cross-section added once a year, however.
of individual opinion. Wood Cable Wood Cable Comm has reached
Comm randomly surveyed every its capacity.
Within the next 18 months, the
35th customer by telephone to
determine which channels would system will be expanded to provide room for the addition of
be added.
"[The decision] was mostly channels in the future, according
based on customer input," Euler to Euler.

WEBER
associate professor of education
curriculum and instruction,
very intelligent and influential in wanted to maintain the legacy of
Weber on campus.
many areas of expertise.
"Dr. Weber received a great
"I admired her and all of her
amount of respect among faculty
and colleagues," said Braadz. efforts here at the University,"
"She wanted to give the students French said. "I know that if she
were alive today, she would be
the best possible experience."
The present founder of the very proud of all the work put
Reading Center, Michael French, Into the Reading Center."

Continued from page one.

If you are
what you eat,
why not cut
back on fat?

American Heart M
Association ..^a*
Fighting Heart Disaas*
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Kermit's Family Restaurant
307 S. Main St. • BG • 354-1388
BGSU's BREAKFAST PLACE
(Serving Breakfast All Day)

Seafood
Specials For
Lent

Best Steaks
in Town!
Ph. 352-2595
>Trv Our New Philly Steak or Chicken!

J Small Philly,
\ Fries &
• 20 oz. Soda

ONLY

UOW.PoeRoad
J Monday - Saturday 7am - 9pm

$5.50

: Family Restaurant

?
S

Hot Roast Beef with
Mashed Potatoes It Gravy

JJ

j

2 for $7.50

I

353-1890

;

FREE DEUVERY!
Mon - Sat 10am -9pm

BOS 11 Student Owned A Opt ruled!

Home Cooked

Meals

ffi^'jtjjfrf

yt Wjz>

Specials

Daily

Specials Every Night & Day
Open until 8:00 p.m. Mon.-Fri. 2:00 p.m. Sat. & Sun.

$1.00 off any Duffet
on Friday, Saturday
and Sunday
Kaufman's at the Lodge
1628 E. Wooster
354-2535

Godfrey's Family
Restaurant

(Aao»s From FooOrwn)
1021 S. MMn St.. BO. OH
43402
(410) 352.0123

Best Deal in
B.G.:

Sat. and Sur
8:00 A.»

$1.99
Breakfast
Special
Mon.-Sat.

6:30 AM. 11:00 A.M.

2 eggs; 2 bocon or 2'

«owp9» &"!<*.■ or 2

Ponc
?t,0r,0O^nd
potatoes or com*

W> acoopt Maaffcafd, Vita, Dltcovf; $1

ALL YOU CAN
EAT BREAKFAST
BUFFET:
scrambled eggs bocon.
lOusoge, huni.Ticune Irici.
b'--cuils, pancakes. Irench
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Spring Break Savings From
otal Value Leadei
<a

r^r// WW W/ WlWmS// VU) JS-V/.W4N MUTf/WW •«W.TOW«1WHto».«l«;

Lotion SPF-8-15-30 (8-oz.)
ippertdne Sport SPF 8-15-30 (8-oz.)
.j

Each

^i.fyXHMEf".*M—•«/& «V iC.A-'».» -f./V-.V.* .r/JntV*.

^ ^ * i ^frliiBg»»««VCf8B»-

nana Boat Tan Express Ultimate Oil (8-oz.)
nana Boat Tan Express Magna Spray (8-oz.)

s

4

4

Each

•Park Tanning Lotion SPF 4 (8-oz.)
^Alwe Aiuf r

9UII

mwdliJrW (lB-u£.)

$C99
U

Each
■

•Self Tanning Milk (6-oz.)
•Dark Self Tanning Lotion (4-oz.)

'
.

sg

iwxfw»ivcf//«*u*f//»ittiMtf:«!Mvr«>/Wtt««/wt\va:f»

•Kroger Dark Tanning Oil (8-oz.)

0
V

$189
Each

Kroger Aloe After Sun Lotion (16-oz.)

*3

YOUR &
TOTAL VALUE
IfADER

. Prices and Items Effective at Ail Area Kroger Store*, March 9 thru March 15,1997.
COPYRIGHT 1997. THE KROGER CO. QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. NONE SOLD TO DEALERS. SAVINGS REFLECTED QFF KROGER EVERYDAY PRICE.
•DOUBLE COUPONS UP TO 50«. DOES NOT APPLY TO CENTS OFF COUPONS ISSUED IN STORE. SEE STORE FOR DETAILS.
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MIDWEST FLOODING

Flood victims get first look
Residents wade
through muck,
take boats home
The Associated Press

GRANDV1EW, Ind. - Some
residents waded back to muckfilled homes Monday, while others inspected their dwellings by
boat, moving slowly over the
Ohio River floodwaters so the
waves would not break their
windows and make the flooding
worse.
Jeff Grose brought his 4-yearold son to look at their centuryold home. Justin's bedroom, decorated with animals and clowns,
held nearly 2 feet of water.
"He was kind of sad," Grose
said. "He said, 'Daddy, just open
the doors and windows and get
that water out of there."'
As the dangerous crest of the
Ohio River moved toward wellprotected Evansville and the
farming communities of western
Kentucky, some of the 192 people
who evacuated this community
last week returned for the first
time.
They were only allowed to look,
not move back in, and what they
saw included stained walls,
soaked furniture and ruined
lives.
Volunteer firefighters ferried
the anxious down city streets,
driving the boats slowly because
the wake shattered windows in
swamped houses and trailers and
washed water into people's
homes.
The water was receding at the
home of Frank Ayer's daughter
and son-in-law, who fled last
Tuesday after packing clothes
and some furniture onto wagons
to store In Ayer's barn.
"It's Just now gone down
enough that they can get to It," he
said. When they visit, probably
on Tuesday, "we'll have to wade
In."
Scott Basham put on waders to
visit his flooded house trailer on
the edge of Goose Hollow, one of
the hardest hit neighborhoods of
Grandview. He earlier put a sign
on the home that read "SS Minnow" in a joking reference to
TV's "Gilligan's Island."
Basham said his problems
were made worse by passing
boats that pushed even more
water inside. He and his wife,
Deana, who is expecting their
first child next month, have been
staying with relatives since last
week and expect to be out of
their own home for three more
months.

Associated PIYM photo

Two cats seek higher ground on top of a house surrounded by floodwaters in Grandview, Ind. on Monday.

Paducah, Ky., the next-largest
The flooding began with a violent weather system that also city expecting the crest, also is
brought deadly tornadoes to Ar- protected by a floodwall. The
kansas and Mississippi. The twis- river Is expected to reach its
ters and the high water in West highest point there on Friday.
Virginia, Indiana, Ohio, Ken- Seventy homes have been evatucky and Tennessee have killed cuated.
"It's up on the wall some places
59 people since March 1.
The Federal Emergency Man- 2 feet," said Van Newberry, a
agement Agency sent employees county engineer. "If we didn't
into the hardest-hit areas. Dam- have that wall, you'd have 1 to 2
age is expected to be in the hun- feet of water probably all the
way to 10th Street."
dreds of millions of dollars.
Upstream, rescuers continued
The crest of the Ohio River, at
its highest level in 33 years, searching for the bodies of two
headed for Evansville, the men whose canoe capsized near
biggest city affected by flooding Owensboro, Ky.
In Falmouth, Ky., a devastated
since Louisville last week. City
workers checked the city's town where five people died, the
25-mile levee eight times daily mayor was hospitalized with
for leaks and to measure the chest pains.
"We have to be strong and we
river's depth. They had found
have to go through it," Mayor
only one minor leak by Monday.

Max Goldberg said from his hospital bed. "I hadn't cried in 50
years, but I had to when I went
down through there."
Authorities in Owen County,
Ky., finally freed the bodies of a
couple from the car in which they
drowned last weekend. Allen and
Marilyn Wilson were swept off a
highway by the raging Kentucky
River.
Volunteers and emergency
crews used sandbags to plug
holes in the main levee at Old
Shawneetown, 111., where the
Ohio had risen nearly 2 feet and
is expected to crest at 53.8 feet
Friday morning.
A few miles down the river,
Smithland, Ky., was surrounded
by water waist-high and rising,
with a crest expected Friday.

Available
Rentals
For 1997-1998
228 South College: free gas, heat.
water, sewer
709 Fifth: large rooms & 2 baths
801 -803 Fifth: free water S sewer
702 Fourth: two car garage
309 High: free gas heat, water sewer
815 Second: house will have new
carpet throughout
824 Sixth: Free gas heat, water, sewer _
843 Sixth: Large rooms & 2 baths

* «►

NEWLOVE!
'RENTAL

NKWMAN HOUSING

Sockman's Automotive —
425 Grant Blvd., Bowling Green, OH 43402

Student Housing

across the tracks from Kinko's

Close to Campus

Summer 6 week leases
I $35 dollars per week I

SPRING BREAK OIL

CHANGE SPECIAL

Semester leases $ 850
per semester

*l52-*tfi07

Includes Up To 5 Quarts Oil,

-

- * ' °-95

"ll You're Headed SouthVor Break,
|
Have U* Cheek Year A/C - § fl O> O @ ,
I Plus Freon
_exp. 3/30j
1

-J%

GREENBRIAR, INC.

Juniors and Seniors!

Time is running out on
these apartments...

Still looking for housing for next year?
Can't seem to find the "right" place?

^PKl • Columbia Court

Come live with us!

• Field Manor
• Frazee Avenue
• Campbell Hill
• Buff
• Mercer Manor

... Get them while they last!
224 E. Wooster
352-0717

CcdC or stop in our only office for more information

Filter Lube 0nl $

We Also Check All Fluids And Vacuum The Inside Of Your Car

I Call Julie at Newman
I Housing: 354-2191 .

I

352-5620
328 S. Main

£2.

• Live in a Junior & Senior only hall
(Dunbar Hall in newly renovated Harshman Quad)

• Single room at the double rate
• No meal plan required
• In-room computer connection
Interested?
sign up in SHARP 440 Saddlemire 3/10-3/21
need more information? call 372-2011

NEW
IAPARTMENTSI

1997
424 Frazee Avenue
&

451 Frazee Avenue
3 large bedrooms, air
conditioning, dish washers,
microwaves & fireplaces.
Next to Columbia Courts
fpi'«M»iil»ri:ir. llIC*.

224 E. Wooster

352-0717
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Sports

Blake Parkins
Sports Editor
372-2602

Toledo is in
10th slot at
Big Dance

Ohio State cans basketball coaches
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Ohio State
made sweeping changes in its
mens' and womens' basketball
programs Monday, firing
coaches Randy Ayers and
Nancy Darsch because they
failed to finish in the top half of
the Big Ten standings for the
fourth year in a row.
Ayers and Darsch, both
having enjoyed great success
with their teams in the early
1990s, each had two years left
on their contracts.
The mens' team has gone
10-17 the last two seasons, including 5-13 in the Big Ten this
past season. The women finished 12-16 and were 3-13 in
conference play.
Athletics director Andy
Gelger said both coaches had
been told before the season
what was expected.
"It Is my feeling that we did
not meet the goals we set prior
to the season, which were upper half of the conference
goals," Geiger said at a news
conference. "If that worked
out in a postseason tournament, that would obviously be
something we would be very
pleased about.
"There has been some Improvement, particularly in the
mens' program, but we simply
didn't meet the goals and I
think it's time for us to move
on and move forward with an
aggressive search and a new
look for our basketball programs."

The Associated Press

AMOcUte I

PTVIB

phot*

OSU women's coach Nancy
Darsch was fired two yean before her contract expires for the
Bucks' 3-13 conference mark.

Geiger said he will begin a
nationwide search to fill both
vacancies. He said his only
criterion is that candidates
have a history of being a part
of successful programs, either
as a head coach or as an assistant.
Adding to the pressure on
both coaches was the construction of a $93 million arena set
to open in the fall of 1998. Sales
of seat licenses have lagged as
both teams have suffered.
Ayers met with his team
Monday afternoon following
his dismissal. It was not clear
if Darsch spoke with her
players.

Coach Mark Ehlen isn't worried about his 27-3 team being
seeded 10th in the Midwest Regional of the NCAA Tournament:
He's willing for Toledo to earns
any respect it has coming.
The NCAA announced Sunday
that the Rockets will face seventh-seeded Stephen F. Austin
(27-4), winner of the Southland
Conference, In the first round of
the women's basketball tournament.
The teams will play at 9 p.m.
EST Friday in Boulder, Colo. The
winner will meet the winner of
the Colorado-Marshall game.
The Rockets earned an NCAA
tournament berth by defeating
Kent 88-64 last Friday in the title
game of the Mid-American Conference tournament. Toledo also
won the regular-season MAC
crown with a 16-2 conference record.
It will be the Rockets' fifth appearance in the national tournament In this decade. Last year,
Associated Prtst photo
also as a No. 10 seed, Toledo
defeated Mississippi 65-53 in the
Ohio State basketball coach Randy Ayers catches a ball as it is going out of bounds in an earlier matchup.
first round before losing to Old
Ayers was fired Monday for poor marks in the Big Ten conference the past two years.
Dominion 72-66 in round two.
Ehlen said he expects Stephen
ly this current group. I think
very fortunate for the opporAyers, who had a base salary
F.
Austin to be a tough opponent.
they will be a special group in
tunity to be a part of the Ohio
of $110,000 a year, was 124-108
"Traditionally they've had a
years to come and I hope the
State University family, and
in eight years as coach. The firstrong team," he said. "I think
university will continue to emwe wish the university nothing
ing came a day after the Buckthey were last ranked 14th in the
but the best," he said in a brace them."
eyes finished their season with
country, If I'm not mistaken. So
Under Ayers, the Buckeyes
statement. "I have grown very
an 86-81 loss in overtime to
we're playing a pretty good prowon Big Ten titles in 1990-91
fond of the players I have had
Michigan on Sunday.
gram."
and 1991-92.
"My family and I have been
over the last 14 years, especialToledo has relied primarily on
the play of three seniors: Kim
Knuth (20.2 points per game, 5.8
rebounds per game), Angela
Drake (19.1 ppg, 9.3 rpg) and
Mimi Olson (19.1 ppg, 5.6 rpg).
That won't change during the
linger and outfielder Mike Kelly worried by Ruben Sierra's slow it yet."
tournament, Ehlen said.
would have to be kept on the start at the plate and in the out"I think when you reach this
Bowden said it is too early to
opening day roster.
field.
make decisions on releases.
point, you do what got you to this
The salaries of veteran players
Sierra had two singles in 20 at"We've played nine games," he point," he said.
make up most of the payroll. bats before he homered in the said. "No one's that smart. We'll
The high altitude of Boulder
Asked if trade talks might in- second inning Sunday. He com- have a better read in two weeks."
clude such players, Bowden said, mitted two errors in seven
Manager Ray Knight said (about 5,400 feet above sea level),
which Is in the Rocky Mountains,
"Anything's possible. We have an games.
Sierra showed progress Sunday.
open mind."
Although Bowden said he had doesn't concern the Toledo
"We need another bat in the
Although the Reds are looking middle, and maybe it's Ruben "a significant roster problem," coach.
"I'm not going to worry about
for a power hitter for their Sierra," Bowden said. "Maybe he's not ready to part with pitchthat," Ehlen said.
lineup, Bowden said he wasn't the guy's here and we don't know ing.

Reds struggle with budget, roster problems
The Associated Press
PLANT CITY, Flat - Cincinnati
Reds general manager Jim Bowden is trying to arrange trades to
ease an overbudget payroll and
overstocked roster.
"The way it's breaking down,
we have a lot of players in the
same group, as far as making the
club," Bowden said. "A lot of the
position . players are grouped
\1<I>

Al<!> ,\1<I'

\1<I>

very closely together."
The payroll is projected at $30
million but now stands at $33 million.
A handful of players Bowden
believes are valuable to the Reds
or on the open market are out of
options and would have to clear
waivers to be sent out.
Otherwise, players such as
catcher Brook Fordyce, pitchers
Kevin Jarvis and Mike Rem-

\1<I>

\!<l>

\1<I>
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\1<I>

Ihe 'Brothers of Alpha Sigma Thi
'WeCcome Our %{$u>'Brothers to the
Myst&Or&er:
Mike Plickert
Joe Michalski ,.
David Claibourne

THE FRENCH HOUSE
ALPHA SIGMA PHI
Together we're making a
difference!

Joe Iacobucci
tyan Whiteside
Burns

(

The Spring 1997 Tiedgt Cuus:
Aaron Carver.
Rick Pert';
\l'l>

\1<I> Al«l>
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nhall
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jrs above the Resr

ll 997, The Year hSel
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THE BGSU RECYCLING PROGRAM SALUTES
THE CURBSIDE RECYCLERS OF THE WEEK

\l"l>
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Get
your
house
involved

BGSU
Recycling
Program

tflEvice Marathon

^^■^■^Tvlarch 15 at 10 a.m. thru March 16 at 6 p.m

1 Fundraisers 1

Si lent Auction
Get Indians tickets, t-shirts,
Buy Links at the Union
Eat at Burger King 4-8
CD's, and much more!
3/13
Get Leied at Brewsters, $1 Raffle Tickets
Order Paper John's Pizza Win 2 round trip tickets to
5 p.m.-12 a.m.
Boston from USAir! $5 tickets
3/12

Annual Spaghetti
Dinner
3/14, Friday
Tickets $4
4:30-7p.m. Rec Center

372-8909

I Hvrfcwt-lt&r^ Oxrllttt xrf C-W\vvy.v(^c\f\c
At Northwestern College of Chiropractic, we feel
strongly about the quality of education we provide
to our 600 students and their preparedness for
satisfying careers.

At the Thon

Buy-A-House
V„„ la.'™ .v_..l D

l_
a ii a uue: Duy ^a nuuse
frc m Kathy Newlove.
Df A receives her commissio n!
DM office: .372-05.W

Time is Running Out!

clinical sciences, diagnosis. X-ray, chiropractic therapeutics, wellness (are and practice management;
• tnphasis on clinical, hands-on education and experience;
• 11:1 student-to-faculty ratio. Individual fatuity attention,

JCPenney

easy access to educational resources;
As our 3,000 alumni know, we can provide
you with an educational e«perience featuring:

• Clinical internships in 10* Minnesota community clinics
and five College public clinics;
• Extensive interdisciplinary clinical learning opportunities:

• 55 years of expertise developing i well-rounded,
rigorous educational program integrating the basic and

• A research center known internationally and dedicated to
advancing chiropractic science and the profession;
• Final term, full-time private practice internships globally:
• A beautiful 25-acre campus featuring leading-edge classrooms, science and methods labs, and clinic facilities;

vN«\.-t

kid

• Career Services Office to assist graduates in job
placement;
• New state-of-the-art library to support education and
research.
For a personal visit or more detailed information,
call a Northwestern Admissions counselor at
1-800-888-4777.

!¥ (ommittta 10 Cltmtol ttCfUtnct ond *t00rtdntti for PioftitKf<Ol SucetH
■ Northweslern Collete o< Chiropractic • JS01 West •»lh Siren • Minneapolis, Minnesota 5J«3I

Visit JCPenney for your
Spring Break Needs.

Get 25%°"
any in store regular price merchandise
with your BGSU student ID

Choose from a variety of top name brands.
Nike apparel, Silvertab jeans, champion, Levi and
much more.

BG Store Only!
Woodland Mali

I

•Campus Manor
•Rockledgc
•640 Eighth St.
•313-317 N. Main St.
•841 Eighth St.
•Manville Ave.
•825 Third St.
•701 Fourth St.

"Quality Off
Campus Housing"
R.E. Management
113 Railroad St.
M-F: 8-5; Sat. 8-12

352-9302
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W
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Pet
New York
47
16
.746
Miami
4S
17
.7*
Orlando
32
28
533
Washington
28 33
4»
NewJersey
18
43
.295
Philadelphia
16
44
.267
Bomon
12 SO
.194
Central Oivawei
x-Ouoago
S3 8
MB
Detroit
45
16
.738
Atlanta
42
19
.689
Charlotte
40
22
445
Cleveland
33
27
550
Indiana
29
32
.475
Milwaukee
26
35
.426
Toronto
21
40
.344
WBTBoM COMMNd
Meweet DhMon
W
L
Pa.
Utah
45
16
.738
Houston
42
20
477
Minneaota
30 30
500
Dallaa
19 41
517
Denver
18
43
.295
SanAntonto
IS 46
.246
Vancouver
11
52
.175
ParincOvWon
Seattle
42
18
.700
I.A. Lakers
41
20
472
Portland
35
28
556
Sacramento
28 34
.452
LA dippers
25
33
.431
Phoenix
24
37
J93
ColdenState
23 37
J83

C.B
U
135
18
28
295
345
8
11
135
195
24
27
32

GB
35
145
255
27
30
35
15
85
IS
16
185
19

x-clinched playoff spot Saturday-■ Games
Milwaukee 90, Cleveland 82
San Antonio 102, Indiana 98
Detroit 91. LA Clippers 85
Sunday's Gemaa
Atlanta 114, Boston 90
Charlotte 82, Miami 76
Toronto 81, Vancouver 77
Philadelphia 99, Washington 93
Houston 88, Dallas 83
Phoenix 121, Orlando 85
Portland 103, Seattle 93
Utah 1 IS, Minnesota 106
New York 97, Chicago 93
LA. Lakers 115, New Jersey 105
Golden State 102, Sacramento 98
Tuesday's Games
Chicago at Boston, 7 p.m.
Vancouver at Charlotte, 7 JO p.m.
Utah at Atlanta, 7JO p.m.
Philadelphia at Minnesota, 8pm
Houston at San Antonio, 8pm
Miami at Milwaukee, 830 p. m.
New York at Dallas, 830 p m
Orlando at Denver, 9 p. m
Toronto at Phoenix, 9 p.m
LA Hipper* at Purl land, lOp.m
Detroit at Seattle, 10 p.m
Cleveland at Sacramento, 10:30 p.m.

Deacons* Duncanjirst
repeater since O'Neal
The Associated Press
Tim Duncan of Wake Forest
was a unanimous selection Monday for the All-America team and
became the first repeat choice
since Shaquille O'Neal of LSU
five years ago.
Duncan, the 6-foot-10 senior
center from Wake Forest, was
named on all 68 ballots by the
national media panel and
received 340 points, four more
than Keith Van Horn of Utah,
who missed being a unanimous
choice by two votes.
The other first-team selections
were Ron Mercer of Kentucky,
Raef LaFrentz of Kansas and
Danny Fort son of Cincinnati.
Van Horn and Fortson were
both second-team selections last
season.
Duncan was the only one of
four underclassmen on last
year's All-America team who opted to return to school. Marcus
Camby of Massachusetts, Allen
Iverson of Georgetown and Ray
Allen of Connecticut all declared
for the NBA draft. The other
first-team member was senior
Kerry Kittles of ViUanova
Duncan led the Demon Deacons to a 23-6 record and a Top 10
ranking all season while averaging 20.9 points and 14.3 rebounds.
He shot 61 percent from the field
and blocked 94 shots in earning
his second straight Atlantic
Coast Conference player of the
year selection. Duncan, a thirdteam choice as a sophomore,
needs 10 rebounds for a career
total of 1,538 - making him college basketball's most prolific
rebounder over the last 25 years.
Collegiate »-H
Collegiate 4-H

The BG News
Classified

Ads

The next meeting ol Collegiate 4-H wilt be
Tues , March 11 at 9 00pm in 305 Mosaly We
veil be discussing the change in format of fie
semi-formal dance.
Collegiate 4-H
Collegiate 4-H

372-6977
Tfce BG Nc»» -ill i>* knowing!) j.xcpl •dvenncfBcnii
indu idual r-f group on iltc ha*.*, til race. ie* .color creel
religion. ruiional origin «*iual t-nenunon. diuptliiy
•Uiut M J •ricran. or on ihe twm of any other legally
pfMccUd ttaiiua
TV BG Ne*» re*er»e* the nghi in decline discontinue
or ren«e any ad<< live merit uaih aa UMMC found 10 be
defamatory, lacking in factual taut, male-ding or (altc
■n nature All ad>enitcmcni< arc subjeci 10 editing and

The BG Ncav a* a (onim open 10 the public, recogniici
the impousbiliiy o( presenting all ol ihii type ol advetiiimg and therefore encourage, our reader* 10 bemnAlways be familiar with a butane** before tending money
iw providing personal credit inlormasio" Plea* remember, if N •oumb 100 good 10 be true, >l probably n
You can help u* by caJImg the adtcmting depart mci>i ai
4|°-'72-2603 wuhycvriornpsamuandtuggevtiont We
e*»irij4>ou"*c-*<p«'»i*y'>iJ>"jrnc jdUrevviiraJpriiine
number, along «ith your tprcifk comment. With your
help -e can mate The BG Nc-t a better public ain-i

CAMPUS EVENTS
Arabic language at BOSU
Whan it like'
1/2 Iw. Sample daw. 3/14,9 or 11 A.M.
101 Shaml
Call 372 229*

Attention eraser skiers preparing tor recreational 6 competiOonal skiing. Thurs . March 13,
106 BA.. 9 PM All ski levels welcome. Bring
Drivers license and PII».

Chk

llsnguage el BOSU
VWiarsitlfce?
1/2 hr. Sample class. 3/14,950 or 11 30am
101 Shauel
CaH 372 2266

College RepubHcane ■ Movie Night
Come join us ID watch Ihe
movie OAVE tonight in
113 BA,

American Heart 1
Association.?!

Denoe Marathon
Overall and DGR Meeting
Wed Mar. 12 9.30pm in 1007 BA
Dance Marathon

/

Russian language at BOSU
What's it like'
1/2 hr. Sample das*. 3/14,1 lam or tpm
101 Shaoel
Call 372 2268

SERVICES OFFERED
Pregnant?
Fnm Prtgnancy TMU. ConfKfentiaJ A Caring
354-41673 BG Pregnancy Center

PERSONALS

Hollywood Squares
BGSU Celebrities will be Bne squares and two
audience members wsl compete tor great
prizesi March 13th, 7pm. Oreo Suile 'FREE'
Questions? Call 2-7164, sponsored by UAQ
HOMECOMING 19971
Homecoming Meeting-Tuesday. Marcn 11
9 PM in 115BA
Chair positions & committee members needed
Come help plan BGSU's exciting Homecom.
ingl
HOMECOMING 19971
Japanese language at BGSU
What's it like?
1/2 hrSarnpla dan. 3/14,1030am
or 12:30pm. 101 Shanel

Cell 372 2288
NEEDING TIPS ON HOW TO PREPARE
YOUR ORGANIZATIONS FOR THE END OF
THE YEAR? Come to Ihe 'Transition Workshop' on Wednesday, March 12. 1997 in tie
Campus Room of the Union al 7:00 pm. Members of the SOLD Organization and Student
Lite stall wsl be on hand to assist you m preparing your group tor the end of the year and over
the summer. For more mtormat»n. contact
Student Lile at 372 2843

BEYOND BG
7TT7rTr?TT7Tr??f

AOII'AOII'AOII
HeyAOII'I
Daffodil Days are coming'
Get ready for March 17.
AOII'AOII'AOII

Attention Student Teachora
Teaching Fall Semester
Required TB Tests
Tuesday, March 11th
5pm -6.30pm
BGSU Student Health Service
Health Center on Ridge St
Fee: $7 00

«w

"He's as good a
basketball player as
there is."
Rick Pitino
Kentucky basketball coach
"We've been lucky to have him."
Like Mercer, LaFrentz, a 6-11
junior, really stepped up when a
teammate went down. He scored
at least 20 points in each of the
nine games center Scot Pollard
missed with a stress fracture in
his foot, tripling the longest
string of a player to score at least
that many points a game under
coach Roy Williams.
LaFrentz, who received 266
points, averaged 18.7 points and
9.1 rebounds and shot 59 percent
from the field as the Jayhawks
(32-1) held the No. 1 spot for 15
straight weeks.
"I'm fortunate because I am
surrounded by an extremely talented, extremely unselfish group
of guys who are genuinely excited for me to be named an AllAmerica," LaFrentz said. "As
thrilled as I am, I have to admit I
would trade it in for an opportunity to cut down some nets later
on."
The 6-7 Fortson is one of the
strongest players in college basketball and he was the Conference USA player of the year the
last two seasons. He averaged
21.4 points and 9.2 rebounds for
the Bearcats (25-7), who were the
preseason No. 1 choice.
"Danny has worked so hard to
make himself one of the best
ATTENTION ALL STUOENTSII! Grants 4
scholarships available from sponsors"1 No
prepayments, everill sJJCesh tor collegeSSt. For Into: 1-60O-243-2435
Ann Interior Design Fashion Merchandising
majors After party March 14th. $10 tickets.
Call Beth @ 352 a<38 or Sarah @ 354 3459
DAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAK!
A student only motel.
Bresk swsy to the hottest action In Florida
where guys meets girls' NEW motel on the
ocean, rated AAA and Superior Lodging,
beech volleybell, tree MTV. Pool A watber
open 24 hours, b.y.o.b. Free gold card with
check-in Don t be let! out of this Special
Promotlonl http://www.daytona-lnn.com
CALL 1-600-682-0918
Enjoy A Summer Of Ennchment & Fun III
'A Summer in Mexico Program'
4 weeks in Guadalajara and 2 m Mexico City
6hm credit in two courses on Mexican culture
There is no substitute tor positive experience
than to travel through cultural realities of Ancient and Modem Mexico. For more information call Professor Andrade 372-7119
Q Phi B G Phi B G Phi B
Congratulations toMarienne Keyee on her
senior recital last Saturday. You did a fantastic
job and we're so proud ol you1
G Phi B Q Phi B G Phi B
Psi Chi is announcing a
PRACTICE GRE
Apnl S, 8:00am in 210 MSC
OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS $10.00 bursarabk)
Applications available in 139 Psychology
104 University Hal. and College ol Arts $ Sciences. APPLICATIONS DUE MARCH 14 to
Psi Chi mailbox 211 Psychology btdg.

«*■•♦

Aaaaclatea Press phots

Wake Forest's Tim Duncan was
the first repeat selection to the
All-America team since LSU's
Shaquille O'Neal.
players In the country," Cincinnati coach Bob Muggins said
Monday. "Everyone notices his
size and physical strength but I
don't think there's a player who
plays with as much heart."
Senior point guards Brevin
Knight of Stanford and Jacque
Vaughn of Kansas were on the
second team along with sophomore forward Antawn Jamison
of North Carolina, sophomore
guard Chauncey Billups of
Colorado and senior guard Bobby
Jackson of Minnesota.
Seniors Shea Seals of Tulsa, Ed
Gray of California, Keith Booth
of Maryland and Andre Woolridge of Iowa were joined on the
third team by Colgate's junior
center Adonal Foyle, who said he
will apply for the NBA draft.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES OUE: MEN'S a
WOMEN'S SOCCm MARCH 12; CO-REC
BOWLING MARCH 18; CO-RFC 3-PITCH
SOFTBALL-MARCH 19. ALL ENTRIES DUE
BY4 00 P.M IN 130 PERRYflELD HOUSE.
INTRAMURAL SOCCER OFFICIALS
NEEDED PICK UP AN APPLICATION. TAKEHOME TEST (AFTER MARCH 3), AND
RULES IN 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE AND
RETURN TO THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE BY
MARCH 11 AT NOON NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED. MUST ATTEND MANDATORY
TRAINHG CLINICS
KA'AXD'KA'AXD'KA
The brothers of Kappa Alpha Order would
hketo thank the sisters of Alpha XI Delta for
breakfast and cartoons on Saturday.
KA'AXD'KA'AXD'KA

SEAFOOD

CA
170
154
1S8
191
206
187
195
GA
16S
216
201
243
238
196

GA
165
152
201
206
168
231
CA
163
202
194
196
227
221
216

Philadelphia 5. Washington 0
Tampa Bay 2, Calgary 1, OT
NY. Rangers 2. San Jose 1
New Jersey 4, Buffalo 1
Edmonton 4, St. Louis 1
Boston 3, Florida 1
Anaheim 2, Colorado 2, tie
Monday-. Game.
Lett Games Not Included
Montreal 2, Pittsburgh 2, tie
Dallas 3. Toronto 3, tie
Vancouver at Chicago (n)
Ottawa at Phoenix (n)
Detroit et Los Angeles (n)
Tuesday-iCarna
Philadelphia at Buffalo, 7 p.m
Edmonton at New Jersey, 7:30 p.m
Vancouver at Washington, 7:30 p.m
NY. Islanders at Florida. 7:30 p.m
St. Louis at San Jose, 10:30 p.m.
Wednesday-. Games
Boston at Hartford, 7 p.m
Washington at NY. Rangers, 7:30p.m
Chicago at Toronto, 7 JO p. m.
Calgary at Colorado, 9 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Phoenix, 9 p.m
Detroit et Anaheim, 1030 p.m

O Phi B G Phi B Q Phi I
Congratulations to Shavrne Whtteon being
elected as Leadership Oevelopement Chair for
NMPC WayBGol
a Phi B G Phi B G Phi ■
LOOKING FOR YEAR ROUNO
OR SUMMER EMPLOYMENT?
TIREOOF WORKING WEEKENDS?
Earn $8 00 an hour and great benefits
■ UPS
Go c Rm 380 Studeni Services
to schedule and appointment to meet
with a representative on Fn Mar. 14,1007
UPS IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

T

H

KKG ' KKG ' KKG ' KKG' KKG ' KKG

KKG ' KKG ' KKG ' KKG ' KKG ' KKG
KKG ' KKG ' KKG ' KKG ' KKG ■ KKG
Congratulations Laurie Wlehe, 9teph Adama,
and Ashley DeFauIco on your acceptance
imoMCOi
KKG ' KKG ' KKG ■ KKG ' KKG ' KKG
LAW SOCIETY
Speaker: Rodney Fleming
Student Legal Services BGSU.
Wed 12tfi 9pm 117 BA

For fun and laughs, join UAO on
Friday, March 14 from 7-9:45p.m. in
Mac Countryside Dining Room.

For more Info, call 2-7164.

ftS

11<> North Main Bowling Green

NEWS
What you'll beafter
9 mos. wiUi tlit BG
XCHS Advertising
Department.

The BG News is
looking for a few
highly motivated
individuals who are
seeking meaningful j
sales/business
experience. Help local
business owners
increase their sales
through the effective
use of newspaper
advertising. Get paid
based on your abilities.

MID AM MANOR

Sunday. March 19th
10 a.m.- 3 pjn.
»U-Borearabie
Includes Transportation,
and Supervised Trail Riding.
Sign-up In Ihe UAO office
330 Union

NOT MANY
APARTMENTS LEFT
FOR NEXT YEAR!!
•Within walking distance of
campus
•Air conditioning
•2 bdrm, Furnished or
Unfurnished
•Gas, Heat, Water included
with rent

presents

DEATH AND
THE MAIDEN
by Ariel Dorfman
Joe E. Brown Theatre

March 12- 15 at 8:00 p.m.

II ■fill! March 16 at 2:00 p.m.

For Reservations call 372-2719

AMaaac OrvWoa
W L
T Pts GF
Philadelphia
38 19 10 86 224
New Jersey
35 19 12 82 182
Florida
29 23 IS 73 177
NY. Rangers
31 28 9
71 219
Tampa Bay
27 32 7
61 184
Washington
26 33 7
39 166
NY Islanders
23 33 10 56 181
northeast DMsioa
W L T
Pts GF
Buffalo
34 21 11 79 192
Pittsburgh
33 28 6
70 228
Hartford
26 30 10 62 183
Montreal
24 32 13 61 210
Boston
23 35 9
55 197
Ottawa
21 32 13 SS 180
WBlBtN CONrubXCI
Central Division
W L T
Pts CF
85 205
Dallaa
40 23 5
Detroit
32 19 14 78 208
Phoenix
66 191
31 32 4
St. Louis
28 31 8
64 195
Chicago
26 31 10 62 172
55 196
Toronto
25 37 S
Ferine Dtvhson
W L T PttCF
Colorado
41 17 9
91 228
Edmonton
69 212
31 30 7
Anaheim
28 30 9
65 195
63 181
Calgary
28 34 7
Vancouver
28 35 3
59 206
Los Angeles
25 35 8
58 181
San Jose
23 36 7
S3 169
Surata/a Cames

Congratulations Michelle Mlnlch on your
pearling toFrank Johnson' We love you'

Magic + Comedy =
Becky Blaney

UAO
Rock Repelling Course
Saturday, March 1Sth
9l.m.-5p.m.
& Boa. Ohio
%26 Bursar able
Includes Iran sponsion
Indoor and outdoor
rapesng with msrurcDon
and rock dimbing
Sign up in the UAO office
330Urson.

ay The tsinrlslae Press
AITimeaEST
IASTBIN CONrTHBNCX

UAO
Horseback Riding

Medical miracles
start with research

'Vn-hf-^H' ».

"I think we can all agree, without any kind of dissent, that he is
certainly one of the best to ever
play in this league, not only at his
position, but at any position,"
Wake Forest coach Dave Odom
said. "I think he has done it with
great style and great emotion and
great compassion."
The last unanimous selection
was Purdue's Glenn Robinson in
1994.
The 6-10 Van Hom turned from
star player to TV star last week
with his consecutive buzzerbeaters in the Western Athletic
Conference tournament last
week. He averaged 22.2 points
and 9.4 rebounds for the Utes,
who enter the NCAA tournament
with a 26-3 record and a No. 2
ranking.
"I'm surely honored," the
three-time WAC player of the
year said Monday. "I think it
really reflects the effort and
success of the team as well as
myself. If it wasn't for my teammates and the people who support me, I wouldn't be talking
about this."
Mercer, a 6-7 sophomore who
has already announced he will
turn pro after the season, was the
third-leading vote-getter with
289. The star of last season's
national title game victory averaged 18.4 points and 5.2 rebounds
for the Wildcats (30-4). He was
forced to assume a much larger
role in the offense when Derek
Anderson went down for the year
with a knee injury midway
through the season.
"He's as good a basketball
player as there is," Kentucky
coach Rick Pitino said Monday.

Oarman language at BGSU
Whatsit like?
1/2 hr. Sample dass, 3/14.1000am or 12pm
101 Shanel
Call 372-1168

feme*-*

in

NHL Standings

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

NBA Standings

IB (1 S Ul

page seven

Call Now!!!!
352-4380

641 Third St. Apt. 4 BG

i

Requirements:
-Jr. or Sr. itotns os of
Pell '97
-own transportation
-energy & enthusiasm
-gool-oriented

Apply Today @
204 West Hall
(Bring a resume if
you have one)

The BG News

page eight

Tuesday. March II, 1997

TUESDAY

MARCH 11,1997

r s I'M-1

TTTPMI 12:30 I 1 PM I 1:30 I 2 PM I 2:30 I 3 PM 1 3:30 | 4 I'M | 4:30 j ST'lNsT 5:3»
BROADCAST STATIONS
X

Young and ttwRtttlw jBotdIE
ThtCityl

UIMyChildrtn.il.

Blossom X Days ol Our Lives K

As Wt World Turns I

Guiding lighl (h Stereol Oprah Winfrey J'

One LJf« to Live X

General Hospital '■<

Rosie 0 Donnell R

Another World X

Sunset Beach K

Baywatch (In Stereo)
Creatures

Instructional Programming
Instructional

Bill Nye

Quilting

Bill Nye

An

Gourmet

Sewing

Sesame Street I

Mega Man

Gargoyles

Batman

Newtywtd

Copeland

MnOMUfi
1

"Anoel *ntf tfi* BMnw" At Home... USA (R)

News 31
J?

Fortune

Jeopardy!

Entertain

Hard Copy

Cops IT

Real TV «

News"

Montel Williams I

Wishbone

Sandiego

Barney

Magic Bus

Sandiego

Wishbone

News-Lehrer

Spider-Man Beetleborg Rangers

Quack

Simpsons

Home Imp.

Flintstones Mask

Live at Fiv

3LE STATIONS
III'
— Daily Show Dr Kali

ESPN Sport sccntar (R)

Final Four

Final Four

Soap
Final Four

MaiotDad

'MaiorOad

USALivo

USAL-ve

LOOKING FOR A GREAT JOB?"?
CHECK OUT THE HELP WANTED SECTION...
THE BG NEWS IS THE PLACE TOGET
THE EXPERENCE NEEDED FOR YOUR
FUTUREI

LORAaN COUNTY STUDENTS
Paid Summer Inle men Ipa Available
In Comrrv IPC, Marketing, PR.
Social Work. Paych, Education, Recreation
Aed, Finance. Geography, History
AppHcetlona In Co-op Office:
310 Student Service*
LORAIN COUNTY RESIDENTS ONLY

USA Live

Mad-You

PI PHI • PHI TAU
The sisters ol Pi Beta Phi would like to thank
the brothers ol Phi Kappa Tau for tie brunch,
the DM pizza parry and the kissing carnations
PI PHI' PHI TAU

The brothers of Alpha Sigma Phi would like to
congratulate Mark Keller on his lavelienng to
Heather Miller

Bands A entertainers needed tor Falconpalooza music festival
If interested, call
372-5155 or 372-4812 For more mk). leave a
message.

USA Live

USA Live

| USA Live

4 bcVm. house Sublease* needed for summer.
Call 363- 7091
Sublease* needed for 97 98 school year
Close to campus
Contact Stacy @ 353- 7228
SUMMER SUBLEASERS needed
"o.jse near campus Call 352-9777

Huge

Summer sublease* needed. Own room.
Call Lynn 354-1391

Caroline

Dateline (lnSl»nK)l

John Ttth: The Avalon Concert

TBA

HELP WANTED

MARKETABLE

Nighthne " Politically

jYanni in Concert. Live at the Acropolis (in Stereo) |Charlie Rose (In Stereo)
News

Blockbuster Entsnainmsnl Awards (In Slereo Lrve)

Coach I

Star Trek: Hen Gener.

Sportati«

NewslH
I Fresh Pr.

t)

The BG News is looking for a few highty
motivated individuals who are seeking
meaningful sales/business experience
for next school year.
Requirements'
-Jr. or Sr status as of Fall 9/
-own transporafion
energetic, enthusiastic, and goal-oriented
Apply at 204 West Hal TODAY or
Call Todd at 372-2808
ft RANKED FUNDRAISERYour group, dub.
Fntt/Sor. can raise up to $200 (500 fJIOOO
in one week Mammal hrs/effort required Can
800925-5548. access code 22. Participants
rece .el- "fcl. sport came'a.iust for calling

'' BILLING ENTRY''
Steady work, excellent income. Flexible hours.
Knowledge of Windows helpful. Call
800 835-0553

Chair positions and committee members needed!
Applications now available in the
UAO Office, 330 University Union

TWO BEDROOM

Winthrop Terrace and
Summit Terrace
Apartments

352-9135

!

f

NCAA

Legends ol Hockey

Legends of Hockey

MacLeod

Speed

Racing

Cavs

Bionic Woman

Sis Million Dollar Man

Twit Zone

Darkside

Time Trai (R) (In Stereo) Tekwar (in Slereo) I

Forever Knight I

Wanted

Wings ■

Renegade "Family Ties'

Highlandef: Tha Senas

Boxing Dommck Carter vs Rocky Gannon ILrve)

|TopCops

250 COUNSELORS

md

|D. Cram
|WinosI

INSTRUCTORS

needed I Private, coed summer camp in Po
cono Mms., NE Pennsylvania. Lontkan, Boi
234BG, Kenyan. NJ07033 (90S) 276-0986
CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED Tnmdown
F- imeu. coed camp located m tneCatslU.
Mountains ol NY AH Sports. Waier-sKung.
Canoeing. Ropes. Lifeguards. Crafts. Dance.
Aerobics. Nutnoon. Kitchen. Office. 120
postoni. Call Camp Shane (800) 292-2267

Soon Country Club Is escaping applications
lor tha dub's pool snack stand peraonnel.
Scheduling procedure conducive with summer
scttvites Pay scale is progressive beginning at
$6.00 throughout summer for individuals who
achieve Clubs address 2196 Riverside Drrve.
Columbus, Ohio 4&2\ FBJI 6144668327
Phone614-466-4341

Columbus. Ohio
Scloto Country Club
Lifeguard
Sooto Country Club is accepting applications
for the dub's lifeguard positions for the 1997
season. Applications and resumes should be
forwarded to tha dub ASAP with the interviews
and hiring to be completed by May 1 Club's
address 2196 River side Do vs. Columbus. Ohio
43221 and tax number 614-486-8327. Interviews to commence over the upcoming Spring
Break
Columbus, Ohio
Pool Snack Stand Management
Scloto Country Club
Sooto is accepnng applications for the pool
snack management posiDon. Requirements include management and scheduling of 30 employees ky a 70k seasonal restaurant operation Progressive pay scale beginning at $6 00
per hour for qualified management personnel
plus bonus. Resumes should be sent to 2196
Riverside Drive. Columbus. Ohio 43221 or
fayed to 614 486 6327 -Phone 614 486 4341
COUNSELORS • INSTRUCTORS needed!
100 positions' Coed summer camp Pocono
Mts , PA Good salary/fps' 19061 6893339

EASTERN EUROPE EMPLOYMENT
Teach basic conversational English in Prague.
Budapest, or Krakow. Our materials uncover
many rewarding teaching opportunities with
great benefits For mformaion: (206) 971-3680
ait KS5442 (Wo are a research 6 publishing
company).
Fun in tha sun summer employment' Come be
a part of our world famous waterpark Dover
Lake Waterpark 1150 W Highland Rd Saga

|Massimino ABL Basketball Playoffs: Champ
Murder, She Wrote 3t

more Hiiis. OH 44067. All positions avertable.
so stop in 6 pick up an application Mon. -Fri. between 9-4 or call now, Akron (216)655-7946.
Cleveland (216)467-7946 or 1-800-372 7946.

Summer jobs Cleveland area: $50OAvk Cleveland area home improvement co. Hiring all positions, will train, start asap. Call (216)
692 3346

THE CLEVELAND YACHTING CLUB
F uii Time Summer Poesons At Beautiful Lake
Front Yachting Club Seeks Friendly Team
Players Will Train Qualified Candidates At:
Servers
Busses
Host/Hostess
Bartenders
Dock Anendants/Groudkeepers
Lifeguards
Incentive Programs/flexible Hrs/Encellent
Pay
Interviews Taken Now For Best Postions
Wednesday Thru Sunday
200 Yacht Club Dnve
Rocky River. OH 44116

(216)333-1155
Ask For Ka thy/Mark
Tutor for elementary-aged student Math 6 Language Arts 3Xaweek
353^064.
Wanted 87 students Lose8-100lbs New me
tabolism breakthrough. Dr recommended
Guaranteed. $30 cost
Free gift.
1-60O-43S-7S91.
Woodcreek Farm & Greenhouse
Full or part time help needed 8-5. M-F

TickK
Madness

Sports Writers on TV

TBA
Time Trai (R) (In Slereo) Tekwar I

Wings I

|WingsB

Slalkings

704 Slh St. " 2 bdrm. furnished * Leasing tor
Fall 07(0 or 12 mo)-710 7th St ^Bdrm.un
furnished • 12 mo lease ■ Grade, or mature
praJan-od ' 352 3445 between Oam & 3pm.

316 E Merry
1-2 bedrooms
tor 1 -4 students
Apt - tow as 450 00 a month
Also Rooms avail, and more
Summer Rentals

Summer Business irrigation sales 8 installs
Don. Vehicle required 88000/summer. Call
1-800-361-4074.

Telephone interviewing, no selling, part time
some days, mostly evenings A weekends, re
I axed atmosphere m Perrysburg 874 5842

More and Lcs Levinc
VR.5 "Conlrol Freak"

'All Moat FuN*
Apta. A Rooms
87-98 School Year

Landscape Construction Co.
Flexible scheduling
Call 688-7865.

,

Movie: eee'i ■'Mss£ws'8oys"(1997.Drama|I

Mora and Laa Levino

Movie: •• ~DowTiPe'isco«'(l996) JC Comedy Hour

Daly Show IComic
—I
1_
Sportscenter .If

Baseball

Movfe: "Seven Mnutes fi Heeven'I

E am ft,000.00 this summer while earning an
internship and buddmg an impressive resume
■ n the fields of MARKETING, MANAGEMENT,
GENERAL BUSINESS, end SALES. OTP >s
currently looking to hire 2-3 BGSU students to
fill positions in the Sytvanla. Maumee, and
Toledo areas this summer. For more information call i 800-356 5987 Positions will be
filling quickly, rf interested call a s ap.

COME BE A PART OF BGSU'S EXCITINC HOMECOMINC 1997!
Have Questions? Call the UAO Office at 372-2343 and ask for Heather.

(NCAA

Lileslones

Dancers
Deja Vu. Toledo's premier gentleman's club is
currentfy seeking highly motivated dancers
Magazine modeling 4 travel available (419)
531-0329

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
WEEK'S EVENTS MERCHANDISE & SALES
PEP RALLY
PUBLICITY
SPIRIT
SERVICE
KINC & QUEEN ELECTIONS

Sportscenter

Movie: ee'i ~Runa»iy' (1964) Tom Selteok. X

Columbus, Ohio
Pool Snack Stand Pansonnal

What you 11 be after 9 mos. with
the BO News Advertising Department

Late Show (In Stereo) S.

fA'S'H i: Tonight Show |ln Slereo)
Eight We*-* lo Optimum Health iin Stereo)

Blockbusler Entertainment Awards (In Slereo Lrve)

CAVP WAYNE, (sister half of ofothefaister
camp. Northeast Pennsylvania
6/22-6/20/97) Have the moat nwnorabte
summer of your tils! Coaches, teachers, students Pre-requisite Must love children, enjoy
Irving and working in a group situation. On
Campus interviews March 17th m tha Fort
Room. Can 1 -600-279-3019 for more information.
__^_

HOMECOMING MEETING-TUESDAY MARCH 11, 1997
9 PM IN 115 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

ONE BEDROOM

Something Frasitrff

News °

Dream On

$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars
No experience required. Begin now. For info
cat 301-428-1326

WANTED

Practice ■'Pan IMC

Home Imp. Movtt:**S "WueO>«)s"(l994. Drama) Ntt Note

Bloomberg News

Scholastics Tennis ATP Champons C« •• Earry Rounds (Live) NBA Finds INBA Today Up Close

OPEN SKA TING FOR STUDENTS
BGSU ICE ARENA "»:1S-10:15P*I
EVERY TUES. tS PLUS SKATE RENTAL

PI PHI • BETA
The sisters of Pi Beta Ptii would like to tfiar*
me brothers ol Beta Thetai Pi for the teeon Friday
PI PHI • BETA

Spin CHy

WhOM?

HBO Movie: ** "Down Periscope" 11996) JT Fields of Fire: Sports
ti "■ I mafoStf'
SC ABL Basketball Playoffs: Champ
Wm Basketball
Sluing Magazine on TV
sci n Btlteve It-Hot
Mysteries
Monsters
Stones
Bradbury
Incradibki Huh
USA

Mad-You

Movto: -Someffwig Sorrowed Somtthng Bk*~ X

Ellen (R).¥ Home Imp.

John Teah: The) Avaton Concert (In Slereo)
Creatures

I :'!'**.'i"/i'. 1."'MryTaeeee^'ix^a*^'^'^—-^^H"TllWlTima^^
CA

Promised Land (R| V

Listing Avail 24 Hrs.
316 t Merry SO
Or CaM 383-0328
from g a m to 9 p m

724 Cambridge Commons e 10 avail, lor subfsing. this summer. 2 person lease, air cond
Through Newlove Cat 352 8752 or Newlove
at 352-6553
Georgetown Manor Apts
800 Third St.
Excellent one bdrm A two bdrm units avail, for
07-08. Reasonable rent and dose to campus.
Chop us out' Call 352-4966
Houses/1 a 2 bdrm furn apts year. 0 mo . A
summer leases 352-7454

-APARTMEMTlow rent furn. or unfum. 1 bdrm on reserve at
WingTop Terrace Call Jill 37?-<lM
12 monBileeaes starting May 1007:
408 E Court #B-1BR Duplei iper
son-*34S.Ulil
609 FrtDl SI.-2BR Home-2person Meo.Uil
Sieve Smith 352 8017 (no calls after 8pm)

Need 1 female, nonsmoking roommate for Fall
1007 school year. VERY close lo campus, own
room. i200rmo rent Call 372-3306.
Now accepting Rental Apllications for Fall And
Summer leases Call 354-8800
Now Renting Rooms
Spnng Semester
Call 353-0325

3 Female Rmtea May 07 May 08. «l7S/mo
Fox Run Apts. Call Anaie 3S2-0581
812 3RD st Brand new 3 bdrm home
S796/mo. 1 bath plenty ol storage, new ca/pet ■
high offiaeny furnace - new stove & refndgerator washer/dryer coin operated Small lenced
in beck yard. No pets allowed - Avail imme
diately CaM1fM74-53«.
0*0 Renlare ONLY 2 UNITS LEFT" ALL OF
OUR UNITS ARE WITHIN 2 BLOCKS OF
CAMPUS NOW RENTINO FOR FALL, ATTRACTIVE WELL MAINTAINEDUWTS
BO* E. WOOSTER/SPACKXIS DUPLEX LOCATED DIRECTLY ACROSS FROM CM*
PUS UPPER UNIT - 2 BORMrMAX OCCUP
4. RESERVED PARKING.
•SOSCOTT HAMILTON/ONE UNIT REMAINING ■ EXCEPTtONALLY NICE 2 BDRM UNIT AIR COND • MAX OCCUP 4 LAUNDRY FACILITIES ON PREMISES RESERVED PARK

NQ.
CALL DIG RENTALS AT (410) 287-3233 ANO
ASKFOREVAORELLIE

One 8 Two bdrm apis available University
Courts A University Village located at Clough
and Mercer Call 3S?0164
Rooms tor Rent. Summer anoVor Fall. Call

MMMt,
Sublease' needed for April Rent 2 blocks from
campus, house, own bedroom. Si70/mo. Can
Joe 352 0387 days 352 9091 events
Sublease's Needed NOWI In Cambridge
Commona
2 bdrm. 2 bathroom. $450/month. Aval, nl August Call 353-2189
Sublease's needed for summer. 2 bedroom
apl dose to campus 352-8266
We DESPERATELY need 2-3 sublease's. May
to Aug. 07. 2 bdrm house, a* to yourself. Full
befh/Vitchon. Close lb campus. Reasonable
rent Please HELP USI352-5260 Emily or J.I.

8 m. Sol BG 655-3066

FOR SALE
'91 Explorer 2 door sport. 4 wheel dnve
E iceHent cond. w/low mileage. Must sell growing family $9500 OBO Can 372-7224 (work)
or 353- 8066

jgUoy-tfty**-

87 Ford Taurus. E * eel lent condition
Runs great Call tor info 354-1358.

Food For the Road!
Buy one sandwich
Set second half off*

Forsale, 1984BuckLaSabre I35,000mi
Runs great, no rust. Has an m-dash
CD player Asking $1800/negot>able.
Caw Phil 352-5643
Mac LCIII System 8/80. Printer, modem, Excel
50Word60i Netscape.$400353-4704

(limit one)

New 17" Mufbacan color monitor.
PC compaDbie, will also work with MAC'S,
$540 Power Book 160 12/160/14 4, $590
Othermodelsavailable Call Paul at353-7265

FOR RENT

Borry Bagels
Free Delivery
354-0011

expires March 31,1997

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY
Tuesday ■ Sunday

'97-98 school year. 2 bdrm. fum. apts. 705 7th
SL 4 724 6th Si $500/mo indud FREE heal,
water, sewer, gas 6 HBO Call 354-0914

DRINK SPECIALS

6-9PM...Ladies Only...Fri. & Sat.
25* Well Drinks & Drafts
7-9PM...Dimers...Thurs. & Sat.
Rolling Rock for SI

POP-A-SHOT TOURNAMENT
...Tuesday & Sunday...S100 Grand Prize
The bar formerly known as Gamers
Call for info..352-9780

7-9PM

TONIGHT AT THE

nation
The Bowl-N-Greenery
TIJUANA TUESDAY!
maki all you can eat tocos & fajitas, also including soup dr
salad bar, potato bar and beverages
And...
We're also serving our oum

Seven Layer Salad!

nn
For
Only

*5.30

•Hours: 4:JO- 7:00pm\

j The Pheasant Room
i New York Strip Steak
J
Dinner
y your dinner includes an 8 oz 9(fW JbrliStrip cooked to your
•C specification, tossed salad, potato, dinner rolls, & butter.

?7.95

V Other sandwiches &
S dinners always available

Meal Card Accepted 4:30 - 7:00 pm
Wig Charge Accepted 11:30 am - 1:30 pmdr 4:30- 7:00pm

\ OPEN MIC d
V NIGHT

7-A-J\IAL
Highland
Management
Graduate
Rentals

< Tomorrow Night: Jazz Night J}
19 and over Every night

GRAPHIC DESIGN & VCT
MAJORS
Gain valuable experience before you graduate!
The BG News is currently accepting
applications for Production Assistants.
These part-time paid positions are
available for summer or fall.
Flexible hoursday, evening and night
shifts are available.
Pick up an
application at
204 West Hall
or for more
information
call Meg at
372-2952

We'll take
care of you
Best price, well
maintained,
privacy & deadbolt security,
large
apartments.

Great
Amenities:
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on site laundry facility
ceramic tile
dishwashers
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sky lights
vaulted ceilings
24 hr. malnt.

6 sites to
choose
from:
Jay-Mar Apts.
The Highlands
The Homestead
McKenzie Rentals
The Farm
Summit Hill
Call Todayl

354-6036
130 East Washington St.
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BG sends delegation to U.N.
Students use spring
break to participate
in model conference
By JOHN STEBBINS
Spring Break Extravaganza

Ah, spring break. Get out of the
classroom for a week and hit the
lovely sights of South Padre,
Daytona, Cancun, New York...
New York?
For 15 students, this year's
spring break will mean traveling
to New York City to participate
in the National Model United Nations Conference on March 25-29.
Each of the schools participating will represent a country. The
designated country for the BG
"delegation" is Japan. While in
New York, they will meet with
delegates in the U.N. building.
The trip will count as a onehour class. It is a major part of a
program coordinated through the

Political Science department.
Over 175 schools and universities
send a total of roughly 2,000 student delegates.
Shauna Holton, a senior international studies major, will be
going back to New York as a repeat delegate. For her, the learning experience is not only in the
conference itself, but in meeting
the other delegates from other
schools.
"For some schools it's very
competitive but for us, we just
try to make sure it's educational," she said. "We do take it
seriously, but it's more of an individual competition to see how
well you can continue to portray
your country's views and policies."
"The hard part is once you get
to understand the policy of your
country, it can be tough to stick
to it and not start leaning towards
other country's policy," she said.
"Japan is a very business-like
country strict to its viewpoints in
the world."

She also thinks in some ways,
the trip has advantages over
tradtional spring break.
'I've been [to New York] four
times. Even if the weather's cold,
there's always something to do,
like visit Wall Street and visit the
New York Stock Exchange. It's
more exciting than lying on a
beach every day."
Holton Intends to use her experience to make future plans.
"I will either go on to grad
school for international studies
or law, so this will give me a really good idea of what the international attitudes arc."she said.
Melissa Beegle, a senior International studies and German
major, sees the trip as a learning
experience.
"I want to get into this after I
graduate," she said. "This will
not only show me the procedure
of the policy, but meeting the
delegates will show what they
have to deal with in everyday
life."
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Students need travel plan Bureau counsels
Eliminate problems
before spring break
with vehicle tune-up
By KIMMER CALL AH AN
Spring Break Extravaganza

As spring break approaches,
students begin planning for their
wild week in the Florida, Mexico
or Carolina sun.
They must also begin their
transportation planning. While
many students will choose to fly,
others will undoubtedly decide to
save money and drive to their
southern paradise. If this is your
plan, there are a few safety tips
to keep in mind.
First, according to Laural
Sharp of the Bowling Green AAA
Auto Club, take your car in for a
tune-up to ensure there are no
major problems lurking beneath
your hood.
Many students take their cars
to Wright Tire and Auto for tuneups and to check the amount of
air in the tires before heading out
on the road. A representative
from Wright Tire and Auto also
suggested getting an oil change
and having other basic mainte-

Gas prices decrease in time for spring break
LOS ANGELES - Gasoline prices fell nearly a cent per gallon
in the past two weeks, continuing a months-long decline caused
in part by lower crude oil prices, an industry analyst said.
The average price nationwide. Including all grades and taxes,
was about $1.28 per gallon on Friday, according to the Lundberg
Survey of 10,000 stations nationwide.
That was a dip of nine-tenths of a cent over two weeks. The
price has fallen 2 cents since mid-January, Trilby Lundberg
said Sunday.
"The continued slippage was due in part to lower demand this
time of year and lower crude oil prices in recent weeks," she
said.
At self-serve stations, the average prices were $1.2307 for
regular unleaded, $1.3297 for mid-grade and $1.4119 for premium.
Prices at full-serve stations were $1.5821 per gallon for regular unleaded, $1.6687 for mid-grade and $1.7357 for premium.
nance done before a longdistance trip.
After the tune-up, Sharp suggested putting together an emergency kit for the drive. Your
emergency kit should include
jumper cables, a flashlight,
flares and a map. For longdistance trips, an emergency kit
is essential. She also suggested
carrying a cellular phone. If you
have one available.
AAA members can call an 800
roadside assistance number if
their car breaks down. The AAA

representative will help you locate an approved service station
and, if need be, help you find
lodging for the evening. Before
your trip, Bowling Green's AAA
can help you map out the safest
course to your destination.
If you are not an AAA member,
you can register at our local
AAA, or call 354-2511. Membership costs are $38 a year, and
there is a one-time fee of $12 for
new members. AAA services the

spring breakers
By MAUREEN BARRY
Spring Break Extravaganza

Students traveling abroad
during spring break may have
legal problems to deal with if
they are not prepared
According to Nyda Budig,
press officer for the Bureau of
Consular Affairs, students
find themselves dealing with
many problems when they
travel abroad.
"More than anything, they
could possibly become victims
of crime," Budig said.
Budig explained that it is
important for students to call
home and leave an itinerary
with their families so they can
be reached in case of emergency.
Students should be aware
that their constitutional rights
do not apply after leaving the
United States. According to
Budig, consular information
sheets are available for every
country in the world at

http://travel.stale.gov.
The Information sheets provide travelers with information regarding unusual laws or
other factors which may affect their travel, she said.
Phone numbers for foreign
embassies are available via
the Internet to obtain more
specific information.
A large number of students
are arrested abroad for drunk
and disorderly conduct, according to Budig. Knowing the
laws may prevent many of
these arrests.
Sally Raymont, associate director of International programs, said the International
Programs Office helps prepare students who plan to
travel abroad.
"Ideally, I would like to see
every student who plans to
travel abroad go through this
office," she said. "It's an
excellent resource."
• See TRAVEL, page seven.

• See CARS, page seven.

Sun's rays may be harmful
Skin cancer, age spots,
wrinkles among concerns
By SHANNON McMAHON
Spring Break Extravaganza

Dying for a tan this spring
break? Did you know that hint of
color so many of us desire can
cost us our health and even our
life? According to the American
Academy of Dermatologists,
someone dies from skin cancer
every hour in the United States.
It does not matter whether you
are heading south to the beach or
to the mountains to hit the slopes.
Students should understand the
risks they put themselves at
everytime they bask in the sun.
As spring break fast approaches, many students have one thing
on the mind - fun in the sun. But
exposure to the sun's scorching
rays causes sagging, wrinkles,
age spots and skin cancers.
According to Dr. Christy Lorton of Dermatology Associates,
no matter what the season, hours
spent under the sun is partly to
blame for a growing incidence in
cancers of the skin.
"With more penetration of the
UVC sun rays and the detrioratlon of the ozone layer, there Is
now an Increase in the penetration of the more burning rays,"
she said.

Lorton goes on to explain how
dermatologists fear with the decrease in the ozone layer, the
more burning and potent rays
will come through the ozone and
damage the skin.
The National Cancer Institute
has estimated that one out of
seven Americans will develop
some type of skin cancer in their
lifetime. Although the statistics
are staggering, there is some
good news. Nearly all skin cancers are curable If detected
early.
"The rate of basal cells spreading to one area to another Is
rare," Lorton explains. "As long
as a person recognizes any abnormalities, they should have
them checked, and possibly removed. Early detection is key."
Contrary to popular belief, no
racial or ethnic background is
"magically" Immune from the
sun's rays. Sunlight can be toxic
to anyone, regardless of skin
color. Therefore, Lorton says
everyone should take the necessary precautions to protect
themselves.
"Students should do things in
moderation by watching the
hours they are out In the sun and
use a sunscreen," she said. "They

will still get color and at the same
time reduce their risk. "
As for students who visit the
local tanning parlors in pursuit of
the perfect tan, they are at risk
too. Lorton is adamant in proclaiming that no matter whether
you obtain your color from the
sun or from a tanning bed, the
skin is damaged, increasing the
chances of skin cancer to occur.
"Tanning beds can cause skin
cancer just like natural sunlight," she said. "Students who go
tanning are getting cumulative
sun exposure and are exposed to
rays that damage the cells and
make them tum cancerous."
Before anyone steps out into
the sun this spring break, no matter the destination, protect your
skin from the sun and its dangerous rays. Here are a few tips to
consider:
■ Be sun smart and limit the
number of hours you are exposed
to the sun (especially between
the hours of 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.
when the sun is the strongest).
■ Apply a suncreen with at
least an SPF-15 or higher to all
areas of the the body which are
exposed to the sun.
■ Protect your face which is
one of the most sensitive areas of
the body. Hats are an excellent
way to provide shade for the
face.
• See CANCER, page seven.
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Alternative break plans available
Church supports
community service "This is a chance to
escape your studies
trips over break
and the world of
academia to have a
By AMY JOHNSON
Spring Break Extravaganza
good time in a
If a shortage of funds is the different way by
reason some students will be sit- helping others."
ting at home over spring break,
St. Thomas More Catholic
Church, 4S2 Thurstin Ave., offers
the opportunity to travel south
and to help others simultaneously
According to Natalie Vorst,
volunteer outreach coordinator
at St. Thomas More, three volunteer opportunities are offered
for students who cant afford the
Florida scene but would like to
get out of Bowling Green and do
some community service work.
"These vacations open students to a different culture in our
country," Vorst said. "It opens
people up by their sharing and
understanding of different ways
of living."
Rev. Dan Zak of St. Thomas
More also said these experiences
open students' eyes to different
lifestyles other than their own.
•'The experience lets students
see a different perspective on the
blessings they have that others
struggle to have pertaining to

Dan Zak
chaplain
food, clothing and shelter," Zak
said.
The three different opportunities include doing service work
at Glenmary Farms in Vanceburg, Ky., visiting the Springs of
Joy Home for Boys in Liberty,
Ky., or doing home repair and
visiting as a Seton volunteer in
Webster County, W.Va.
Vorst said this year the group
traveling to Glenmary Farms
will meet another student group
from the University of Wisconsin.
At Glenmary Farms, volunteers help build shelters for
people in need in the community,
visit nursing homes and help aid
in repairing homes.

While visiting the Springs of
Joy Home for Boys, volunteers
will help build and finish up the
building of the center. The home
is a safe house for boys who are
in trouble and cannot be with
their families.
As a Seton volunteer, students
will engage in home repair and
visiting throughout the community.
"These are special ways for
people to come together and
learn about themselves as well as
others," Vorst said. "[The volunteer experiences] are very
cost effective, a good time and
give a chance for students to see
some beautiful country."
According to Zak, this is a good
chance for students to get into
the service mode and devote time
and energy for a good cause.
"This is a chance to escape
your studies and the world of
academia to have a good time in a
different way by helping others,"
he said.
For more information about
any of these spring break trips,
you can call the St. Tom's office
at 352-7S56.

Bored with the beach scene?
Why not try tents and trails?
By DANIEL WATCHORN
Spring Break Extravaganza
March Madness. You know
the feeling: professors assigning everything they can, the
weather warming up just a bit
and that unmistakable feeling
of cabin fever. What is needed
is a break. A spring break.
This Is the time of year
when thousands of eager college students find themselves
making their annual voyage to
Florida, South Padre or anywhere else that is far removed
from campus.
The recurring theme for
spring break is to sit on a
beach, work on a tan and drink
way too much. If what is
wanted and expected out of a
spring break is a little
different, why not try camping?
According to Park Ranger
Thomas Prochoren, The Shenandoah National Park in Virginia offers some of the finest
camping, hiking and fishing in
the Appalachian Mountains.

"Shenandoah National Park
has more than 500 miles of
trails, making much of the
park accessible to hikers,"
Prochoren said. "The trails
vary In length from short legstretchers to a 95-mile segment of the Appalachian
Trail."
Prochoren said backcountry
camping is possible throughout the park, and the camping
permit is free.
If the idea of camping is
pleasing, but hiking is not, try
mountain biking in West Virginia.
Kristen Wombles, spokeswoman for the West Virginia
Office of Tourism, said West
Virginia's abundance of offroad trails has given national
acclaim for some of the best
mountain biking in the world.
According to Wombles, the
place to go is the mideastern
part of the state, where the
900,000-acre Monongahela
National Forest is home to
• See CAMPINC, page seven.

275 S. Main St.
Bowling Green
419-353-3060
No Appointment
Necessary
Hours Of Operation
Mon-Fri
7am-6:30pm
Sat
Spring Break Is Right Around The Corner
8am-2pm
Are You & Your Car Ready For Vacation?
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TECHNICIANS
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Pointers to avoid a spring break scam
ByMINDYCMAHSKI
College Press Service

Ruth Berkowitz and five of her
friends spent the cold winter of
their sophomore year at Washington University in St. Louis
with warm thoughts of a spring
break in South Padre Island.
Berkowitz spent the months
after the trip arguing with a hotel
manager who accused her group
of breaking the room's sleeper
sofa.
"We called them several times
and argued with them," Berkowitz said. "They were saying that
we completely destroyed the
sofa, that we must have had a
party and jumped up and down
on the bed."
Despite their efforts, the group
never got their $250 deposit
back.
Every spring, as school lets out
for a week, students pack their
bags looking for a place to get
away from it all. But too often
scam artists are looking to get
away with students' hard-earned
money. Most commonly students
fall victim to travel scams by
companies selling dream vacations at amazingly low prices.
"Students and seniors are the
most targeted groups to be taken
advantage of," said Steve
Loucks, spokesman for the
American Society of Travel
Agents (ASTA). "Students are
wrongly perceived to be a little
wet behind the ears in terms of
travel planning.
"Usually what you find is some
unscrupulous tour operator

who's going directly to students
on campuses with all sorts of
flowery offers," Loucks said.
"The bulk of those offers are not
legitimate. What we tell people Is
anytime you see an offer that's
too good to be true it usually is."
Tammy, an Indiana University
student, said both a company
offering a boat tour in Puerto
•Vallarta and the people she
booked her package through
misrepresented themselves.
"We paid for a boat cruise separate from the package, and then
when we went to get the tickets
there was another charge they
hadn't told us about,'' said Tammy, not wishing to be identified
by her last name. "On this cruise
boat there wasn't a place for us to
sit. They had snorkeling, but
you're snorkeling at a place
where there's nothing to look at."
The hotel wasn't a "dumpy" hotel, she said, but they did have to
change rooms after they found
cockroaches in the first one.
"That wasn't good," she said.
The charter flight had its problems as well. On the way back,
the plane was so crowded, "people's luggage was left behind,"
she said. "It was one of these
'Let's fit as many people as we
can' things."
And the meals that were included?
"They were disgusting," she
said. "In Puerto Vallarta where
you would think you would get
Mexican food, I think I had more
Italian food. But they provided
free drinks - that was a bonus."
The cost of a spring break trip

JilMy Cammunicativni

A little planning ahead can allow you to enjoy your spring break, like these students in Daytona Beach.

usually depends on the price of
the hotel room, said Leslie Carroll, branch manager of ASTA
Chicago. The cheaper the price
of the trip, the less amenities one
can expect in a hotel room, she
said.
"It sometimes sounds like a
$299 round-trip with eight nights

at a hotel seems like an amazing
price that's too good to be true,
but it actually does exist," she
said. "You have to remember
that's a quad rate for four people
and it's usually a downtown hotel
... and it will be a one-star hotel
with no extras whatsoever. They
have been known to be unsafe."

Slaying downtown in popular
spring break destinations such as
Cancun, the Bahamas and Jamaica means you should expect
the hidden costs of cab rides to
the beach, Carroll adds.
Carrol and other travel agents
• See SCAM, page seven.
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Students describe spring break disasters
Bad weather,
friends among
horror stories
By BRIAN FAIR
College Press Service

OXFORD. Ohio - When college
students think of their annual
Spring Break vacations, usually
one trite but truthful phrase
comes to their frazzled minds:
Fun in the sun.
But, for some vacationers, the
God of Sun 'n' Suds didn't bless
them with his usual grace of
80-degree weather and bottomless kegs of Budweiser. For some
college students, Spring Break
turned into an all-too-clear illustration of the Inevitability of
Murphy's Law.
Peter Ricci, a 19-year-old
sophomore at Miami University
of Ohio, was looking forward to
escaping the dreary Midwest
March weather with a trip to
Southern climes. Well, "blah"
decided to follow Ricci south.
"I went to Georgia and was
looking forward to the warmer
weather," he said. "It snowed! I
thought it never did that in the
South."
On the flip side of wacky
weather, some students had a
little too much sun with their fun.
Scott Brown, a 27-year-old Miami
senior, remembers vividly the
lobster-hue he turned after too
much cavorting on the beach.
"It hurt so bad," he recalls,

To travel for spring break, you need

grimacing. "It hurt to stand up. I
could feel all the blood rushing
down my back ... I was laying in
our hotel room with five bottles
of aloe vera."
If Mother Nature doesn't decide to give you a hard time,
leave it to one of your "Break
buddies" to step in and make
your trip the living end. After

out in the bathroom."
Pisani is also familiar with the
horror of staying at those "economy" motels that cater to kids
who spent their last dollar on
their seventh shot of Jack and
who call policemen "occifer."
"We slept with our clothes on,"
he said. "We even kept our hoods
up. The TV was chained down
and there were disgusting stains
all over the sheets."
Other students didn't have
problems with their mates, but
with their machinery. Getting
there isn't always half the fun.
Just ask 23-year-old Chris Lawton, a December grad of MU.
After picking up their rented RV,
his buddies and he headed for the
breathtaking state of Colorado but getting there was less than
gorgeous.
"On the way out the fridge exploded," he said. "The gallons of
milk and orange juice blew up all
over the floor."
Another problem was judging
distances in the monster vehicle.
"My friend cut a comer too
tight and we got wedged up on a
giant boulder," Lawson recalled.
"We all had to get out and move
the boulder. It was a good time."
Jiloty Communication*
cash, which means you should get a job.
And, always, ALWAYS do a
head count in your vehicle before
spending endless hours crammed bulations of vacationing with hiMin8 °* °Pen **"* again. Lawin a compact car, eating Chex "friends." "[One guy] I went with ton remembers when his group
Mix and fighting over radio talked non-stop in the car for 12 ti)ou»ht he was ^'"K the Rv's
stations, the ideas of "personal hours," he said. "Then he kept bathroom. wnen he was actually
space" and "privacy" are wistfu- getting cut off at bars. We would ou,slde- "" ••■ appreciating
lly thought of like winning the go home and he would pass out in na,ure-sha11 we "Vlottery. Would be nice; probably the car... then we were asleep he
"They ,ook off and actua»y e°«
won't happen in your lifetime.
would wake up and start yelling, °" ,tte highway for like 10
Jeff Pisani, a 21-year-old MU bothering everyone. He started minu,es." he said. "Then they resenior, knows first-hand the tri- throwing up, then always passed
• See DISASTERS, page seven.
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CANCER
Continued from page three.
■ Avoid exposure to UV radiation from sunlamps and tanning
parlors.
■ Reapply suncreen every two
hours and after swimming or
perspiring.

SCAM
Being aware of the risks not
only will reduce your risk of skin
cancer, but it will help you prevent the chance of premature aging and wrinkling from the sun
which will give you an everlasting glow.

CAMPINGsome of the finest and most challenging Whitewater rafting In the
hundreds of miles of Intercon- eastern United States.
nected trails. Backcountry camping permits are also available.
Donahue said packages run
If you're still convinced that from a single day of rafting up to
neither hiking nor mountain bik- a five-day trip on many of the
ing are the methods of transpor- rivers.
tation to use, how about trying a
"There is by far an overabunraft?
dance of rafting companies,"
According to West Virginia Donahue said. "This should make
Rafting owner and operator John planning a trip easy and costDonahue, West Virginia offers effective."

Continued from page four.

DISASTERS

TRAVEL

Continued from page six.

Continued from page three.

alized I wasnt In the bathroom
and came back. It was hilarious!"
Some college freshman are
just looking forward to their first
Spring Break that would make
Dionysus blush Like Aaron Patton, an 18-year-old freshman at
Ohio University in Athens, they
want to forget the embarrassing
vacations with their parents. Patton found himself in a prickly
situation when he was vacationing with his family in grade
school.
"We were in Arizona and I was
curious," he said. "So I picked up
this cactus with my bare hands.
It took forever to get all the
spines out."
While most spring breaks turn
out to be filled with baked bodies
and happy hormones, take heed,
reader, from these tales. Remember - from snow in Georgia
to mischievous milk - that not all
breaks turn out as planned.

New Tanning Salon

International Student Identification cards, which can provide
insurance that would not normally be covered by a family policy,
are available, Raymont said.
"Student Travels," which is a
free publication, can be picked
up at the office in Offenhauer
West 1106 as well.
The biannual publication provides tips for packing and finding discounted airfare to make
traveling easier.

CARS
Continued from page three.
entire nation and their members
receive discounts at numerous
hotels and restaurants.
Airline tickets are still available. However, If you still decide
to drive, please plan ahead, drive
safely, and stay on major interstate highways whenever possible.
Relocated Hair Salon

say the best way students can
protect themselves against travel scams is to book the trip
through reputable travel agencies. Agents have the same access to Spring Break tour operators as the people who advertise
packages in college newspapers
and on flashy posters.
The difference is that most established travel agencies know
which operators are legitimate
and trustworthy: people targeting students do not always know
or care.
And, when you book through a
travel agent everything about the
trip, including the hotel room and
flight, are confirmed and you
know exactly how much the trip
will cost. One popular scam that
surfaces about this time is a $199
per person cruise package departing out of Orlando or Fort
Laudcrdale to the Bahamas.
"The cruise they're talking
about is like a day ferry," said
Sharon Jackson, publisher of the
online K.L. Smith's Cruise Letter
(http://www.chevychase.com.cr
uise). The price does not include
air fare to Florida, port charges
or food and the motels included
in the package are fleabags,
Jackson said.
As if those details were not bad
enough, people purchasing the
package are actually only buying
certificates for a trip. Ninetynine times out of 100 the purchaser cannot even redeem the
coupons during the spring's high
travel weeks.
"Families have booked their
vacations a long time ago," Jackson said. "While there may be a
cancellation, you can't expect a
good deal becasue they've sold at
a high price," Jackson said.
"The best advice I can give to
students is if they are online, go
to the travel newsgroups like the

ones about Caribbean vacations
Las Vegas vacations," she said.
"These are regular chat groups
and you can ask questions like 'I
got this price on this,' and experienced travels will tell you about
these kinds of things."
The main piece of advice of
Student & Budget Travel's Webmaster Lara Friedman is: "Don't
trust everything you see on the
Internet. Do some doublechecking and get confirmation in
writing whenever possible."
Friedman's site
(httpy/www/lib.umich.edu/chdoc
s/t ravel/travel-guide, html)
helps locate travel-related resources on the Internet.
Always pay by credit card, advises Mark Kantrowitz of the Air
Traveler's Handbook. That way
if you don't receive the service or
the service wasn't what you expected, you can dispute the
charge with the credit card company. He also warns that students whould be wary of companies with no telephone number
and no listing with Directory Assistance.
When considering spring break
tour packages, ASTA recommends the following guidelines
to ensure you are not being
scammed:
■ Before paying, get all the details in writing, including total
cost, restrictions that apply, cancellation penalties, and the exact
names of the airlines and hotels
the package includes. You should
never have to pay up front just to
get information about a travel
package. Purchase appropriate
insurance in case you must cancel.
■ When you are getting an evaluation of the offer from a reputable travel agent, among the
questions you should be asking
are: Does the tour operator belong to a consumer protection
plan that would protect you pay-

ment in the case the tour company closed? Has the agency
ever sent a client on a tour with
the company?
Also, make sure you are informed of what additional taxes
or surcharges are involved, such
as airport and port taxes (when
going on a cruise). Also, ask what
the customary or expected gratuities are on the tour.
■ If speaking with a local travel agent is not convenient, consult directly with ASTA's Consumer Affiars Department at
703-706-0387 as well as the Better
Business Bureaus or Consumer
Protection Agencies in your
state.
■ If a charter night is involved, ask for the charter operator's name and address and
check their registration with the
U.S. Department of Transportation, Office of Consumer Affiars,
1-25, Washington DC. 20590.
Make sure your check is made
payable to an escrow account
which federal law requires for
charters. You can call the bank
handling the escrow account to
make sure it is valid.
■ If you're paying with a credit
card, dont give your information
to a company you have not yet
researched.
■ Be cautious with companies
that require you wait at least 60
days to take your trip or require
that you select several dates of
departure for your trip.
Berkowitz's advice to avoid
scams like the one pulled on her
group is simple: "Be really careful inspecting the condominium/hotel that you are staying in
as soon as you arrive. Report
anything broken, torn, or stained.
Take Polaroids of it. Make sure
they cant pin it on you."

228 S. College 309 HIGH
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L€T US WORRY RBOUT THC HIGH COST OF HCRT!
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The Very Latest In
Tanning Technology
Smart-Tan Education
Clean Environment

Continued from page five.

• Close to campus
Free Consultation
Aveda haircare products
Paul Mitchell
Weila Liquid Hair
American Crew
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• Largo two bedroom apartments
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• Furnished and unfurnished
• Laundry facility in building
• FREE heat, water, sower

IMES

• 9 and 12 month leases available
• Each apartment has extra storage

354-5508

354-2244

Early Bird a'NIght Owl Special
$3.00 off haircuts
$5.00 off highlights
$2.50 visits HWUMHH
Good until April 11, 1997
7-9am 9-12pm
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
Call lor Details
(between College Station & Chi-Chi's)

closet in hall
• Paddle fans

• Free Cleaning Service

NEWI9VE
Rentals

328 S. Main (our onlu office) 352-5620
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Chamber may
cancel party
Complaints of beer
sales may put an
end to fund-raiser
The Associated Press
BRYAN, Ohio - The Chamber
of Commerce may pull the plug
on a fund-raiser in a downtown
parking lot after residents complained that beer would be sold.
The one-day party would have
replaced the community's annual
Jubilee, a wecklong celebration
that had been held on the courthouse square every June since
1946.
The chamber decided to discontinue the Jubilee last year because of concerns from merchants about the event tying up
parking spaces in front of their
businesses.
The Jubilee, which featured
amusement rides, games and
food, generated about $18,000 a
year for the chamber. Beer was
not sold.
A committee of volunteers developed the idea of a parking lot
party, said Jeri Adams, chamber
executive director.

She said the chamber had
hoped to use money from the sale
of beer, soft drinks and food to
replace the income the Jubilee
generated in past years.
The event would have been
held in a public lot behind businesses on the east end of the
courthouse square and would
have featured a live band.
The committee announced the
plans at last week's City Council
meeting with hopes that council
would approve a permit for selling beer.
The next day, The Bryan Times
published a telephone survey
asking readers their opinion of
the chamber's plans to sell beer.
People who responded to the
question rejected the idea
1,258-360.
Bill Pepple, a member of the
committee, said council members were flooded with phone
calls and chamber members
threatened to cancel their memberships.
The public outcry caused the
chamber to reconsider the event.
The committee on March 18 will
consider still holding the concert.
"We will go back to the drawing board," Pepple said.

SPRING BREAK STARTS AT
Shop Mon.-Sat. 10-9
1234 N. Main St.
Sunday 12-5
BOWLING GREEN
419-354-4447

American Cellular
Phone Home! 419.99/month It FREE Phone
Blatk Swamp Players Theatre
Auditioning now for Educating Rita

Bay Hail Salon

B-Wtir Swcilthirt Emm Qullcl
Give Your Wallet A Break For Spring Break 60-75% OFF T-Shirt», Shorts U More!
Country CIBKI Kiotk
Check our T-Shirts out before you Hit thf_Bcach!
Fashion Bug Plui
Luck Bug Bingo Party March 13-17
15-50% OFF Everything! Win a Trip for
Four to the Bahamas.
Maurices
The Hottest Spring Fashions h Swimwear!

ataBJdW

Slip a Slinky, Sequined Dress Into Your Suitcase.
DEPARTMENT STORES

F.lder-Befmian
Spring Sale March 12-16.Get What
You Need For Spring Break!

IC BMBM

Get Your Base Tan Here!
15 Visits Only $25.00
Newlove Realty
Check out our New Listings
Thin It Healthy
Call 354-THIN Look Good for Spring Break!
U.S. Portal Smite
HfiiULUiil
Full Set $30 (Reg S35), Fill-in S18 (Reg. $20) wilh Student ID
l.uca Pizza
Slice of Pizza, One Topping, Medium Drink for $3.00
Mediterranean
Gyros, French Fries Si Soft Drink $420

EataUti

10% OFF Any Platter with Student I.D. thru 3./21
PowtU'llct Lrtam
Buy 1 Get 1 FREE-Soft Serve Cones thru 3/21
Outrun Bit ft Grill
Best Happy Hour It Pool Tables In Town!
Subway

Try Our New, Fresh Value Meals

The China

Finest Oriental Cuisine
JEWELRV 4 ACCESSORIES
Famous Footwear
HugeNike Sale! Check Out Our New Spring Arrivals! HoWUd. Icwtlcn
Footlotkct
30% OFF All Sterling Silver Jewelry thru 3/21.
Look Great for Spring Break in New Sandals
a> New Clothes!
Don't Fly South Without Your Beach AccessoriesShot Stnialion
Belly Chains, Toe Rings and Sunglasses.
J^iwlaU by Ban. Faailand it Mneg f

**

woodland mall

ENTERTAINMENT MUSIC VIDEO

lolly Time
Now Here: X-Mcn vs. Street Fighters
Qn_Cut
10% OFF Your CD "s k Cassettes With
Student ID
Radio Shatk
Portable CDs. Walkman's at Accessories for Your Trip!
Woodland Mall Cinema 5

Buy a Large Popcorn k Get a FREE Refill
ROOKS CARDS GIFTS

Abbott's Cards It Gifta
Easter Supplies: Candy, Cards, It Baskets
In Good Title
Candy, Trail Mix 4 Drinks for Your ROAD TRIP!
Especially For You
Custom It In-Stock Floral Designs for Your Easter Table.
Rarilita GiiU ft Collertiblti
50% OFF All Magic Singles
Waldenbookl
Stock up on Books It Magazines For The Beach!

Amish Oak Gallery It Home Center
10% OFF Any Purchase with Student, Faculty or Staff ID
Dollar Tret
Sunglasses and Suntan Lotion $1.00
Maltreat Factory Qullcl
50% OFF Name Brand Quality Mattresses
Nature Reserve
Try a Caffe Utte-Buy 1 Get 1 FREE with Your Student ID!
Shooting SUri
Clamour Photography at an Affordable Price
Toy Zone

Easter Baskets for Your Siblings at Home
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Many head home
for spring break
By VICTORIA LOWE
Spring Break Extravaganza
For many students, their only plan for spring break is heading in
the direction of home. There are different reasons students venture
home for a week. Some use the time to make or save money, relax or
hang out with hometown friends and family.
By this time in the year, college students are in need of some
money and spring break is a good time to earn some extra cash to
help finish off the year. Many students have kept in contact with past
employers and have a secured Job awaiting them. Others, however,
must frantically search for a Job that will fulfill the week-long break.
The expense of a spring break trip forces some students to make
the trip home Instead of a trip to Myrtle Beach, Daytona or Cancun.
The airfare, hotel, food and spending money adds up quickly on a
spring break trip and many students just cannot afford it.
Some enjoy relaxing at home for the duration of the break. These
students need the time away from school assignments, extracurricular activities or GO campus work. Many take this time to sleep in, visit
with friends at other colleges or anything not related to the University.
For other college students who live out of state, spring break is
their only chance to go home during the spring semester. These students are not able to visit their family on weekends or during the
week while taking classes at the University. For these people, spring
break is a time to spend with missed family and friends.
While a few students are getting sunburned on the beaches of Cancun, others will return to the sunny beaches of their hometown.

The Staff Of The BG News
Wishes You A Happy & Safe Spring Break '97!
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Students rush to lose extra
pounds before spring break
A fear of bathing
suits drives
student exercise
By APRIL DAGG
Spring Break Extravaganza

From Panama City to the Florida Keys, from Daytona to the
Bahamas to Cancun, these sunny
and warm vacation spots will be
flooded with college students, including some University students.
Spring break has once again
made its yearly debut. This
means students are either going
home or packing their bags and
heading south. If the latter is
chosen, then many things are to
be done in order for the trip to be
successful.
Save money. Make transportation arrangements. Get the hotel
reservations. Bring the bathing

suits.

Bathing suits - the one outfit
so many people, men and women,
dread putting on, especially right
after the winter season.
Here comes a whole new set of
"things to do before spring
break." Watch what you eat, especially fat and calorie intake.
Work out. Get in shape.
"About three weeks before
spring break, the rec gets really
busy," said Jeff Ullibridge, Student Recreation Center employee. "Students bombard the
Stairmasters, the bikes and the
weights. The running/walking
track is like a highway, and attendance in the aerobic classes
really gets bigger.
"It'a not Just females, either.
Guys are in there just as much
trying to lose those extra
pounds."
Erin Hull, junior communications major, attends the SRC on a
dally basis, and has noticed the

chaos there lately. But she Is not
just there for her spring break
trip to the Bahamas. She Is there
everyday to stay In shape, and
believes you should continue
your workout all year.
"You can't expect to go to the
rec and get toned in two weeks,"
Hull said "It just doesn't work
that way. You should do it to stay
healthy and fit, not just to fit into
a bathing suit for a week."
Members of Hard Bodys Gym
must feel the same way. Membership purchases have remained fairly steady even though
vacation time Is ncaring, according to one of the gym's employees. The chaos has not quite
hit the newly located gym.
Whether you work out on a
regular basis or are just crunching for spring break, you will be
sure to turn some heads on the
beach.

American Heart
Association,

V
Help Kw/fewtRecipes
Fighting Heart Osaase

This recipe is intended to be pan of an overall healthful
eating plan. Total fat intake should he less than 30 percent of your total
calories for a day — not for each food or recipe.

Frozen Yomirt Pic
quart (4 cups) peach nonfat or low-fat frozen
yogurt or ice milk, or a
flavor of your choice

purchased 8- or 9-inch
graham cracker pie crust
cup raspberry spreadable
fruit, or a flavor of your
choice

Place yogurt or ice milk in a large mixing bowl and stir or beat
with an electric mixer until softened. Spoon into graham cracker
pie crust. Cover and freeze at least 2 hours or until serving lime.
To serve, let pie stand at room temperature for 5 minutes.
Meanwhile, place spreadable fruit in a small saucepan and cook
over low heat 2 lo 3 minutes or until heated. Cut pie into 10
wedges and drizzle about 1 tablespoon spreadable Iruit over
each piece.
Serves 10; 1 wedge per serving. Preparation time: 5 minutes.
Cooking lime: 2 to 3 minutes. Freezing time: At least 2 hours.

I Depression is a bunch of symptoms
/ exhibited by weak people.
' Depression is an unbearable suppression
' / of brain activity that can strike anyone.
I I StrarghtemiKj out all Ihe misconceptions, the correct answer is 'b It's a concept we shrxrid all understand and remember, aitd here's
why. Depression stnkes millions ol young adults, but only 1 out ol 5 eve* seeks treatment lor rl Too many |ust drag themselves along
oreventuaBy seek relief through su«cide Why not treatment"1 Partly lack of awareness. Partly
the unwarranted negative stigma. This is what rweds fiung. This is where we need you to
C//V T &E >3 7* £ O
change you' attitudes Its an illness, not a weakness. And it's readrfy treatable.
-_ — -» « m» &*4*"M S~\ ML i
Spreading the word and making this comrnon knosvlecrge rs everybody's assignment LJE * »^f 3^*V«^*»

GET YOUR APARTMENT
BEFORE TIME RUNS OUT
Now Leasing for Fall '97
Call Today!

352-9378
Fox Rurt-Haven House Manor

Piedmont-Birchwood Race-Mini MaH
Small Buildings Frontier Housing-Houses
All residents receive a membership to
Cherrywood Health Spa
(indoor haatsd «»*nmino pod Hum, Hy*»8p« WMtpotf. comota»
rardM «qulpm«nt. oomaltW toctar room ltd thorn* t«d»o»)

PROPERTIES

206 kcai Calories
4 gm Protein
35 gm Carbohydrate

4 mg Cholesterol
91 mg Sodium
7 gm Toiai Fat

2 gm Saturated Fat
1 gm Polyunsaturated Fat
3 gm Monounsaturated Fat

American Heart Association Quick & Easy Cookbook.
©1995 Reprinted with permission Irom Times Books.
a division ol Random House, Inc.. New York

hnp://www.save.org

Pubic Service message from SA VE t Suicide Awareness Voices ol Education
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THE
TANNING
CENTER
3 LOCAnONS

Spring
Getaway
Giveaway

Win Cash for Spring Break!
First Prize
$100.00
3 Second prizes
$50.00
Register with package purchase at any of
our 3 locations. Drawing March 19rh.
There's still time to tan before Spring Break!

ISouthSide
Wash House Laundromat
The Heat
250 N. Main 993 S. Main 904 E. Wooster
354-1559
353-8826
352-3588

Winthrop

Terrace
352-9135

Why walk when you
can ridel
Free Shuttle Service
winthrop@wcnct.ors

Use the

as your guide to
campus information
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TRAVEL AGENCY
SERVICES
• Airline tickets
• Car Rentals
• Hotel Reservations
• Rail Tickets
• Cruises
• Tour Packages
• Travelers Cheques
• Passport Photos
• Travel Insurance

TRAVEL AGENCY

414WoosterSt.
352-5276
1-800-328-4123
AAA Memberships not required tor
these services
TAOOM

Think sun!H!
LniKlDBE
Mill Stream Travel III, Inc.
312 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
(419)352-9336
Mon-Fri 8-5

IMAGINE
The Unique Boutique
GRAND OPENING SALE!
10-50% OFF
Matt items
Throtfhout Fihriityl!

VISIT OUR NEW STORE

loward's
Club I
Mon- Sol 12-2. JO am

I
^^10 N Main

Sun 5-2:30 am

352-9951-

"^ TUESDAYS (&&
LOUD & LOCAL

445 E. Wooiter
(At I he railroad tracks)
Mori Sat 11-9
Sunday 12-6
352 5306

AUTO REPAIR
WELDING
iP SERVICE

NO COVER
10 PM

D SERVICE
in all your
Is

This Spring Break, there's moi
danger than sharks at the beach
We're talking about STD's &
Alcohol Poisoning
BGSU Student Health Service, Center
for Wellncss & Prevention reminds
you to play it safe.
Call 372-WELL

Don't rake off for Spring Dreak until
you
SHOP WAL-MART
for your Spring Dreok travel needs:
Irs
ich towels
M
Sunran lotion
-and mony other Items
'-

ALWAYS IOW

Get TAN for Spring Break
at HARD BODYS GYM!
20 Visits for $40
10 Visits for $25
1 Visit for $3

MIre

DUUTO

•10%

Brand New 20 min. beds & bulbs!
Appointments Available:
M-F 5:30am - 10pm
Sat & Sun 10am - 6 pm

o.

•Lo-

Located Next to
Krogefs Store

354-5060

13040 BISHOP ROAD

Tired of
throwing
your weight
around?

American Heart

V

Association '
f-ighlmg NMfl Dtse+s*
anO Stroke

Exercise.
CO.
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UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
Celebrate Spring Break Sale!

20% OFF
AH Clothing
March 13 & 14
Hours
Mon. - I h II is. 8 - 6
Fri. 8 - 5
Sat. 9 - 5

372-2851
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FILM DEVELOPING

DOUBLE
PRINTS

VISA

THE LITTLE SHOP
&

ANY SIZE ROLL

8-1 IT Doublt Prints

$

399

20% OFF

4" Doubta Prints

S599

From C-41 process color print roll film at time of developing
Special prices in effect 4/1/96 - 4/12/96

(he tittle Shop &

^^^i^Jniversit^ookstore^^^

All Clothing & Gifts
March 13 & 14
372-2962

The Little Shop Hrs: Mon-Thur 83CW30
University Union
Friday
8:30-5:00

